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Plant Introductions 
(18S5-1927) 
N. E. Hansen, Horticulturist 
The breeding of- hardy fruits has been the leading work of the De­partment of Horticulture of South Dakota State College ever since the fall of 1895. Many requests have been received for builetins containing the record of this work. Many of these are out of print and are no long­er available. This bulletin contains a complete record or plant introduc­tions from the beginning of the work up to 1927. 
The Apple 
In the northwestern prairie states several million people need a hardy winter apple. It is the most important fruit problem in this region. Many million dollars have been spent in trying to grow apples for the northern Mississippi v�Jley. There are now many desirable sum­mer and fall varieties but the ·winter apple problem is still unsolved. After growing fully 10,000 apple seedlings along various lines of pedi­gree, the department of Horti<'ulture has as yet no apple to offer as the ideal hardy winter apple. However, a number of seedlings are being developed along many lines of pedigree, although many of these are of value only as intermediate steps. The evolution of this apple will prob­ably be a step-by-step process rather than a single stride. The cultivated apples are said to have descended since prehistoric times from six different species in the temperate parts of Europe and western Asia. In later years, the native wild apples of Siberia and east­ern Asia and the native wild apples of America must be added to the list of ancestors. The hybrid origin of all cultivated app,les is indicated by their variable pollen, as compared with the uniform pollen of the pure wild species. The hybrid origin is also apparent in the very great vari­ation in apple seedlings. Duri: ;,,; foe past generation, many thousands of apple seedlings have or;ginated in the northern part of the Mississippi Valley. Many people have taken part in this effort to secure hardier apples, especially winter apples. Tlie general experience indicates very strongly that the future behavior of a new seedling apple is not determined by the behavior of the original tree. The final test is when the trees propagated from it come into full bearing. Crucial test winters, such as 1855-56, 1872-73, 1884-85, 1898-99, and others that were unusually cold, must be reckoned with in estimating the value of any new apple. One must not be too hasty to praise or condemn any new apple but wait until it comes into full bear­ing as a budded or grafted tree. Since so much work has been done by hundreds of orchardists in the growing of seedling apples, the writer h:,,.s deemed it best to work along new lines as far as possible, .to make new combinations of species and in late years to work largely with the Siberian and native wild crab­apples. To grow apple seedE.ngs of purely west European ancestry i� something that has hem tried by hundreds of orchardists, and there are very few that have survived the test winters. It is best 1to start with trees that are hardy in the first place. The following is a record of seedling apples named and introduced thus far. 
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Many good seedlings have been discarded or are still held for further observation. If a new seedling is not superior to the W ea1thy in size, color and quality of fruit it has little chance of becoming a popular variety. In apples, the standard can be lowered somewhat if the desired quality of long winter keeping could be obtained. 
Apples on Siberian Crabapple Roots 
Root-killing of the common apple stocks is now one great source of failure in apple culture in the prairie Northwest. It is time that defi­nite experiments were conducted over a wide area with standard varie­ties of apples grown on the Siberian crab roots. Such trees will be free from root-killing, will attain less size and bear earlier. The tests so far at this station indicate tha.t such trees bear earlier, may be planted closer together and will be emder to spray. In Bulletin 65 of this Station, published July, 1899, Siberian roots were recommended to prevent the root-killing which is often disastrous in the Nor,th. The experimentf are still in progress and indicate that the Siberian crab is the best stock in regions subject to winter-killing of the common npple stocks. The seedlings of the true Siberian Crab (Pyrus baccata) are good for park or lawn planting owing to its wealth of blossoms and for the very small fruit from which to 1·aise seed1ings for budding in the nursery. In :this list see "Nertchinsk crab seedlings" and "Irkutsk crab seedlings." 
Seedlings of Named Siberian Crabs 
In 19�4, in 1·esponse to repeated requests, seedlings of some of the most promising named Siberian crabs were distributed. The main vari­eties were Dolgo, Alexis, Amur, Beauty, Olga, and several more. As the original trees ar0 in a mixed orchard containing many cultivated apples, some interesting seedlings may be expected from these seedlings. 
Testing the American Wild Crabapple 
The wild crabapple was the only apple known :to the Indians-'i;e­fore the white man brought over the cultivated apple which is a native of the temperate� regions of Europe and Asia. The Indians cached or buried the fruit in the earth over winter. This served to tone down the astringency. The cnief hope in growing many thousands of apple and crab apple seedlings has been to tame the wild American crabapple enough so that the fruit would be desirable at least for culinary use. In the seedling plantations of this station, the wild crab apple from Elk River, some forty miles northwest of Minneapolis, Minnesota, has proved hardy, pro­ductive and practically immune to blight. The abundant, fragrant pink and whtte blossoms in the spring make the trees of great value for lawn and park plantings, although the fruit is too sour and astringent to tempt anyone. However, the fruit will keep at least a year and is useful to impart a quince-like flavor to common apple sauce. In fact some people consider wild American �.pples a fair substitute for quinces in making preserves. While the six first generation hybrid varieties: Bismer, Chinook, Kola, Shoko, Tipi and Zapta, are by no means perfect, they are worthy 
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of planting purely for ornamental purposes. These crab apples wil1 
probably be hardy far north into Manitoba and will keep well into spring 
in an ordinary cellar. In the standard fruit lists for the nor1thern limits 
of apple culture in the prairie Northwest it must be admitted that there 
are only summer and fall varieties, with no real winter apples that will 
keep into spring in an ordinary cellar. 
A hint of the possibilities of the native American apple may be seen 
in the Giant, Mercer and Missouri, all found growing wild. Several 
more are in the collections but not introduced. At present all these are 
more for ornaments on the lawn than for fruit. 
Improvement of the Apple 
The following synopsis is a classification of the varieties described 
in this bulletin. In conformity with the rule now well established in 
literature of plant breeding, the seed or female parent is mentioned 
first, the pollen or male parent �econd. 
Cultivated apple (Pyrus Malus) seedlings: 
Caramel (Mixed seedling, sweet, of Fameuse type) 
Chance (Mixed seedling of northern varieties) 
Elta (Seedling of Wealthy top, grafted on Hibernal) 
Oxbo (Seedling of Roxbury Russet topgrafted on Oldenburg) 
Goldo (Seedling of G-rimes Golden topgrafted on Oldenburg) 
Sereda (Seedling of Harry Kaump top.grafted on Oldenburg·) 
Sugar ( Seedling of Antonovka apple) 
Imported Russian Apples: 
Adno; Lemon; New Duchess; Russian White; Yellow Sweet; 
Zeleba 
Various Apple crosses: 
Hibkee (Graft-hyhrid Hibernal x Milwaukee) 
Sasha (Hiberna] x Gravenstein) 
Appfo )' Siberian Crab Hybrids: 
Hopa Red-flower (Pyrus Malus Niedzwetzkyana x Pyrus bac­
cata) 
Linda Sweet ( Seedling of M a1inda topgraf ted on Sweet Russet Crab 
Maga ( Seedling of Mcintosh apple topgrafted on Virginia Crab) 
Olga (Duchess of Oidenburg apple x Pyrus baccata cerasifera) 
Sapinia (Seedling of Winesap topgrafted on Virginia Crab)· 
Siberian Crab seedlings: 
Alexis; Amur; Dolgo; Ivan; Beauty; Nocalyx 
Manchurian Crab seedlings: 
Manchurian Crabapple seedlings (Harbin r�gion, 1924) 
Native Wild Crab seedlings: 
Mercer; Missouri; Giant 
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Apple x Wild Crab Hybrids : Bismer (Bismarck apple x Mercer Wild Crab) Jzo (Yellow Transparent apple x Fluke No. 10 Mercer Hybrid) Chinook (Baldwin apple x Elk River, Minn., wild crab) 
Wild Crab x Apple Hybrids : Anoka (Seedling of Mercer topgrafted on Oldenburg) 
Wild Crab Apple Hybrid:,; : Kola ; Tipi ; (Elk River, Minn. x Oldenburg) Shoko (Elk River, l\1inn. x Alexander) Zapta (Elk River, Mmn. x Bismarck) Red Tip (Elk River, Minn. x Niedzwetzkyana) 
Chinese Apple Seedlings · Cathay (Seedling of P. prunifolia Rinki) 
Toringo Crab Seed.lings : Seedlings of Pyrus Sieboldii, ·Regel 
Catalog of �i\ pples and Crabapples 
Adno Apple.--Introduced 1916. Very handsome, large, red, �ubacid, productive, late fall apple, received from Russia. Adno, the Rus­sian for "one" is a provisional name until the true name can be deter­mined. 
Alexis Crabapple.-Introduced 1919. Alexis is a Russian man's name. Thousands of seedlings of Siberian Crab Apples have been grown with the hope of obtaining varieties free from blight. The Alexis was raised from seed obtained from the old Imperial Botanic Gardens at St. Petersburg, now Leningrad, Russia. Fruit much like the Dolgo crab, long conical, polished, brilliant, dark solid cherry crab with attractive blue bloom. Flesh yellow, acid. Tree very productive, free from blight so far. 
Amur Crabapple.-Introduced 1912. Raised frorrl\ seed of the selected Siberian crab known as Purus baccata_ cerasifora. Cerasifera means cherry-bearing, referring to the bright cherry-like color of the fruit. The word Amm· refers to the Amur River region, the original home of the pure Siberian crab, Pyrus baccata, in eastern Siberia. There is a great demand on the market for a m2dium sized crab apple, not too large in size, free from blight, and equal in color to the Transcendent. The Amur is the first attempt in this iine after raising thousands of crab apple seedlings. This is offered as an improvement of the Transcendent crab, not in 5ize but in color. It is intense bright red with a light bloom, a beautiful fruit. The jelly of 1the Amur is a bright ruby red, while that of the Transcendent is light pink; the Trans­cendent sauce cooks yellow, that of the Amur a pleasing bright red. The Amur is very upright in growth. If the tree proves as pl"oductive and free from blight elsewhere as at this �tation, Amur will be worthy of trial. The upright habit of the tree and the bright glowing C'01or of the abundant fruit makes the tree 
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very pleasing from an ornamental standpoint, even though the fruit should be ranked too small to compete with the larger crabs. The bright red color of tlw Amur crab makes it desirable for culin­ary use. The fruit is one an<l one-half inches in diameter. The tree has been free from blight. 
Anoka Apple.-This bids fair to become the most popular of all the n8,V apples. It was introduced in 1918 before fruiting as South Da­kota No. 2. In 1920 it was named Anoka, a Sioux Indian word meaning "on both sides". It is a seedling of Mercer (Fluke) wild crab top-grafted on Duchess. This tree has bu1·ne heavily in 1918 and 1919. The fruit is two and one-half inches in diameter, round, Duchess type of coloring. Flesh white, good subacid. Season September. It is early and heavy bearing under propagation. It be�rs even on young nursery trees. 
Fig. 1.-ANOKA APPLE 
The fruit is two and one-half inches in diameter. It is an early apple and heavy bearing. 
In the spring of 1920, four trees of Anoka apple, one year buds on seedlings of Red Siberian Crab, were sent to the Experiment Station at Fargo, North Dakota. Und·�r date of December 2, 1922, Professor A. F. Yeager, Agricultural College, Fargo, North Dakota, reports on these trees as folJows : "This spring1 two of the four trees blossomed and one produced 23 apples, the othet' 26. Practically all the fruit was seit from lateral buds. Upon examination this fall it seems that all four of the Anoka apple trees have a lot of lateral fruit buds showing. The trees are not yet as high as one's head and were scarcely four feet high last spring. They begin ripening about the 15th of August. The apples are medium to above medium in size, but somewhat larger than Duchess. They are oblong in character. Our specimens showed very little color. 
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The flavor seemed to be very similar to Duchess. If the variety con­tinues to flourish as it has so far it should be a big addition to our fruit list." Other reports have been ieceived of ithe very early bearing of the Anoka. At the South Dakota State Fair at Huron in 1925, John Robert­son of Hot Springs, S. D., showed a plate of Anoka, part of a 60 pound crop on one young tree about seven feet in height. 
Caramel Apple. - Introduced in 1919. One of the seedlings from mixed seed of choice standard Northern apples. Fully medium size, two and three-fourths inches in diameter. Late yellow mostly covered wit!J_ red stripes. Evidently of the Fameuse type. Flesh snow white, sweet, excellent. Of promise as a winter sweet apple of highest quality, but probabbly should go south rather than north. The name Caramel is given to it because it is a sweet apple. 
Cathay Crabapple. - Introduced 1919. A round-topped dwarf­ish tree of conside1·able promise as an ornamental for the lawn. In bloom the tree .is one huge bouquet of very large white flowers. The flowers are two and one-half inches in diameter, showing tendency to doubling. Cathay is the ancient name for China, referring ito its native home. One of the seedlings of Pyrus ringo descended from the originaJ importation from Russia by Profe£sor J. L. Budd. The name as now given in Bailey's Cyclopedia of Horticulture is Chinese apple, Pyrus prunifolia, Willd, var. Rinki, Bailey. This seedling is a good representative of this species. Fruit, one and o:v.e-half inches in diameter ; clear bright yellow all over with some orange blush. Calyx deciduous. Flesh a clear, juicy acid. Original tree has been very productive. The fruit cooks up as easily as Duchess, making light yellow acid sauce of good flavor. 
Beauty Crabapple. - Introduced 1919. One of our seedlings of Pyrus baccata cerasifera raised from seed received from the Botan­ical Gardens at Petrograd, Russia. The n�.me Beauty has been given to this seedling because it is perhaps the brightest in color of all our crab seedlings. It is a brilliant sclid cherry, red all over with orange red underneath, especially on the ghaded side. Size is about one and one­fourth inches in diameter. Dots distinct, few, white. Basin deep, irreg­ular. Calyx deciduous wi,th russet scar, and no opening into the core. Flesh white, firm, very juicy, acid. This is of the Cherry crab type. Tree is a very heavy bearer. It is of special promise owing to its ten­dency to late ke.eping. The fruit makes a bright red sauce like the Hy­slop crab but the flesh has not the astringency of the Hyslop. The fruit has kept into January in a rather warm cellar. Tree is a very stocky, and vigorous grower of wide and strong forks and strongly resistant to blight. This tree should be of special value at the far North as it may mean the oeginuing of the development of the Siberian crab as a i�te keeper. 
Bisrner Apple. - Introduced 1927. Pedigree: Bismarck apple crossed with Mercer wild crab. The name is made up from !these two names. It is the s�cond of a series of hybrids of the standard apples with the wild crab in which the wild crab is the pollen parent. Round-
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ish oblate, two and one-quarter inches in diameter; yellow striped and mixed with brown-red;  flesh, ydlow, pleasant; good subacid; sweet. An early bearer; season, probably winter. 
Chance Apple. - Introduced in 1919. One of the chance seed-lings from mixed seed of nor.thern grown apples. Original tree produc­tive. Fruit oblate, regular, of full commercial size, red-striped all over with attractive blue bloom. Flesh white, pleasant subacid. Season prob­ably January or later. 
Chinook Apple.-Introduced 1924. The first of a series of hy­brids of the standard apples with the wild crab in which the wild crab is the pollen parent. In this case, the seed parent is the Baldwin apple, and the pollen parent is the wild crab of Elk River, about forty miles north of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Of promise for the far North. The first fruits of the Chinook apple are only two inches in diameter but this will probably increase somewhat on older trees. Fruit oblate, of a fine dark red, subacid, season probably all winter. Named after an In­dian tribe. 
Dolgo Crabapple. - Introduced 1917. A new red-jellied Siber­ian crab. At the annual exhibits of this Department at the South Dakota State Fair, many have asked about the remarkably long conical, intensely bright red crabs. This is one brought over from Russia in 1897. A vig­orous productive tree and thm:: far free from blight. Fruit full of juice, jells easily, makes a rich, ruby-red jelly of beautiful color and excellent flavor. The one-year-old trees in the nursery are of strong growth with wide spreading forks and strongly shouldered limbs, indicating that they will not split down easily. The Dolgo is winning favor over a wide area for its freedom from blight and for its early and heavy bearing qualities. 
Elta Apple.-Introduced 1927. An excellent sweet apple. Seed­ling of Wealthy topworked on Hibernal. Fruit, two and three-eighths inches in diameter ; round conical ; rich light orange-yellow, red striped. Season, late fall. Name condensed from Wealthy and Hibernal. 
Giant Wild Crabapple.-Introduced 1917. Probably the largest wild crab found thus far. Good specimens of the fruit run three inches in diameter and weigh four ounces. A brief note by W. H. Shroy­er, of Sherrard, Illinois, calling attention to a large-fruited wild crab, appearea in the Fruit Grower (St. Joseph, Mo., Nov., 1911, page 32) .  The article was illustrated with a cut of a specimen of the fruit. Early in Dec.ember, 1911, scions were obtained from the original tree near Sherrard, Illinois. The original tree was cut down in clearing out the brush some time in the winter of 1912-13, so it is fortunate that these scions were saved. As near as could be determined, the original tree of the Mercer (Fluke) wild crab was within about four miles of this place, but it had been grubbed out of the open pasture of native timber where it was found. In color and Quality, the fruit of �he Giant is much like the other large wild crabs, such as Soulard and Mercer, and will be u�e­ful mainly for jelly, or for adding a quince-like flavor to common apple sauce. 
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Goldo Apple. - Introduced 1922. A seedling of Grimes Golden topgrafted on Duchess of Oldenburg apple. The name is condensed from these two varieties. Goldo is distinguished by the smooth, hardy, vigorous growth of the original tree. The fruit is much like Grimes Gol­den in general appearance and has an excellent flavor. If the trees prove 
Fig. 2.-GOLDO APPLE 
This is a cross between Grimes Golden and Duchess of Oldenburg. 
like the Grimes Golden in appearance. 
The fruit is much 
hardy under propagation it will be a decided acquisition as a variety com­bining the hardiness of Duchess with the season and high quality of Grimes Golden. The flesh cooks quickly into light yellow sauce of excel­lent flavor. The fruit is larger than Grimes Golden. 
Hibkee Apple. - Introduced 1916. This variety is a puzzle. A graft-hybrid of Hibernal and Milwaukee ; the fruits so far show the flesh and core of Milwaukee and the- surface coloring of Hibernal. For the method of grafting these split buds, see Bulletin 88, plate 13. Such hybrids are now called periclinal chimeras. It is desirable to ascertain whether this proves stable under propagation. The name Hibkee is made up from the names of these two varieties. 
Hopa Red-Flower Crabapple. - Introduced 1920. Hopa is the Sioux Indian word for "beautiful." A promising addition to the list of ornamental trees for the lawn owing to its wealth of beautiful deep rose crimson blossoms. A i::triking sight when in bloom. The fruit is too small to be of value for eating, being less than one inch in diam­eter ; but its bright red color will light up the tree in autumn, and the small size is an advantage as the tree is less apt to be stripped for fruit when standing on the lawn. Female parent, Pyrus Malus Niedzwetzky-
· I  
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ana, a small red-fleshed apple from Turkestan in the high mountains be­tween Turkestan and China; male parent, Pyrus baccata. This was not a hand cross, but it is almost certain that the baccata was the pollen parent. Trees of strong growth in nursery. 
Into Crabapple. - Introduced 1924. This name is now canceled as the tree is really the Maga, introduced 1922, and rt;his was overlooked in checking up the list. 
Irkutsk Siberian Crab Seedlings. - Introduced 1910. The pure Siberian crab (Pyrus baccata) grown from seed obtained from trees growing wild near Irkutsk, Lake Baikal region, Eastern Siberia. An extremely hardy ornamental tree with fruit the size of a pea ; flowers, pink and white. Worthy of growing for ornament, but the fruit is too small for .Profit. In ·Russia, seedlings of this tree are used in the nurs­eries as hardy stocks for the cultivated apple to prevent root-killing. 
Ivan Crabapple. - Introduced 1916. One of our many seedling crabs. Noteworthy for the calyx segments being absent in the ripe fruit, the same as in the pure Siberian crab (Pyrus baccata) . Fully one and three-fourths inches in diameter, roundish oblate, good color, marbled with stripes and orange red, acid. 
Izo Crabapple. - Introduced 1919. Male parent Yellow Trans­parent apple. Female parent, Fluke No. 10, which is a seedling of Mer­cer Wild crab with some standard apple. This makes this pedigree one­half Russian apple, one-fourth West European apple, and one-fourth wild crab from Mercer County, Illinois. Izo is the Sioux Indian word for peninsula. Regular, oblate. Yellow with bronze cheek. Russet dots and firm subacid flesh. The compact entire carpels of the core show influence of the wild crab. Flesh is clear acid. Appears promising as a crab that will keep well into winter. 
Kola Wild Crabapple. - Introduced 1922. A hybrid of the wild native crab apple from Elk River, Minnesota, with pollen of Duchess of Oldenburg apple. The fruit is flat, green, full two inches in diameter on the original tree fruiting in greatly crowded nursery rows of seed­lings. The skin is oily like ;the wild crab. The fruit cooks up into an acceptable sauce. Trees have strong forks and appear immune to blight and winter killing. Kola is the Sioux Indian name for "friend". The heaviest specimen of Kola in 1919 weighed three ounces ; the largest was two and one-half inches in diameter. This was the first year of fruiting. 
Lemon Apple. - Limonoe (R. & K. 159) App,le. A large apple, fully three inches in diameter ; color, clear greenish yellow with bronze blush. Flesh white, mild subacid, of good quality. Show some evidence of keeping capacity. Although not the first time the Lemon apple has been imported, this is our own importation from Russia. Worthy of a trial in the North. From the 1922 list. 
Linda Sweet Crabapple. - Introduced 1922. A seedling of Malinda apple topgrafted on Sweet Russet Crab apple. A large crab apple with skin much russeted. Flesh mild subacid sweet. Apparently 
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a late winter crab. The influence of the Sweet Russet pollen is evident from the sweet flesh and russet skin. Linda is derived from the word Malinda. 
Maga Crabapple. - Introduced 1922. A seedling of Mcintosh Red apple top-grafted on Virginia crab. Fruit large for a crab, flatt�n­ed, with bright red stripes. The Mcintosh evidently contributed its high flavor as the flesh i3 of !the same type. Season evidently late. This tree looks like a good cross of the Mcintosh apple and the Virginia crab, and if it proves hardy under propagation will be something decidedly worth while. The original tree bore a heavy crop in 1919. 
Manchurian Crabapple Seedlings. - Introduced 1926. These are seedlings of Pyrus baccata, var., Mandshurica, Maxim, a form o! Siberian crab grown from seed gathered by Prof. N. E. Hansen in 1924, in the mountain region, about fifty miles east of Harbin, Man­churia. .The small fruit varies in size ; tree is of somewhat stronger growth than the ordinary Siberian wild crab and for that reason is worth_y of testing as a stock. The tree is quite ornamental, heavily branched in the open but grows taller when crowded by other trees in the f ores.t. 
Mercer Wild Crabapple. - Found growing wild near Sherrard, Mercer County, Illinois, about 35 years ago, by the late N. K. Fluke of Davenport, Iowa. Fruit yellow, oblate, and up to two and five­eighths inches in diameter. Weight three ounces. This tree has been especially productive here at this station when top grafted on Hibernal apple. Flavor acid and acerb1 so it is useful mainly for jelly or for adding a quince-like flavor to apple sauce. The tree is really beautiful when in bloom. From the 1923 list. 
Missouri Wild Crabapple. - Found some 40 years ago near Kansas City, Missouri, by the late Col. J. C. Evans of Kansas City, Mis­souri. This fruit was named and introduced by Colonel Evans. Fruit roundish, two and one-half inches in diameter, ;truncated, regular, rich golden yellow all over. Its native acerbity is considerable toned down but it is still a wild crab. Worthy of preservation as a curiosity and perhaps as a basis for further work. From the 1919 list. Specimens of the Missouri wild crab grown at this Station on French Paradise stock were 1two and seven-eighths inches in diameter and weighed four and one-half ounces. 
Nertchinsk Siberian Crab Seedlings. - Introduced 1924. For the far North, it may prove best in the long run to imp.rove the Siberian crab by straight selection through several generations rather than by hybridization with the standard apples. The Siberian crabs vary considerably in hardiness. The one from Nertchinsk, eas.tern Si­beria, near the headwaters of the Amur river, appears to be th3 hardiest one now available and will go farther north. They are very productive. The fruits make a beautiful sight on the tree and make as fine show as the common European Mountain Ash which is not en­tirely hardy here, o:fiten winter-killing after heavy fruiting. Fruits mostly small, for ornament only; and for stocks. 
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New Duchess Apple. - Introduced 1924. This is the name under which this variety was imported some years ago from Russia. The trees are productive and the fruit appears to be much the same as the Duchess of Oldenburg. Perhaps the basin is less corrugated and the size is extra large. 
N ocalyx Crabapple. - Introduced 1920. A seedling of Spitz­enberg crab. This is probably the largest app,le with a deciduous calyx produced to date. Fruit round, two inches in diameter, yellow with red stripes. Sprightly subacid, with sweet after-taste. A very productive tree. Season September. This fruit has no calyx segments and no calyx tube open into the core . However, in the Nocalyx, Ivan, Amur, and other crabs, the calyx segments are not wholly deciduous, occasion­al specimens retaining their segments. 
Olga Crabapple. - Introduced 1919. Pedigree : Female parent, Duchess of Oldenburg apple. Male parent, Pyrus baccata cerasifera, which is much like the old Cherry crab. This combines the Russian apple with the Siberian crab. Fruit is regular, oblate, fully one and one­half inches in diameter on the seedling tree. Color, solid bright cherry red all over with blue bloom; dots distinct, white, many large ; basin quite shallow, smooth; cavity wide, obtuse with considerable russet. Calyx mostly deciduous. Flesh is yellowish white, crisp, juicy, acid, of good quality. Red core outline in flesh. Very good to eat raw as it mellows. The fruit cooks up very quickly, as easily as the Duchess apple itself, and the sauce fa of an attractive deep salmon red. Under propagation, the trees may increase slightly in size of fruit. The tree is a vigorous, stocky grower with strong forks and is extremely produc­tive. 
Oxbo Apple. - Introduced 1922. A seedling of Roxbury Russet apple top-grafted on Duchess of Oldenburg apple. The name is con­densed from the names of these two varieties. Fruit of fair size, up to two and five-eighths inches in diameter; white juicy, subacid. Season probably late fall, but not fully determined. A stock grower in the nursery. 
Red Tip Crabapple. - Introduced 1919. Female parent, a wild crab from Elk ·River, Minnesota. Male parent, Pyrus Malus Niedzwetz­kyana, a small red-fleshed apple from Turkestan in the high mountains between Turkestan and China. The pedigree does not indicate any promise as a table fruit, but the red-tipped young leaves make it an in­teresting tree from the ornamer1tal standpoint. The fruit is small. 
Russian White Apple. - Introduced 1924. Noteworthy for it$ snow-white color and a favorite at State Fair Exhibits. A good summer apple, flesh snow-white, juicy, sprightly subacid. This tree is growing in the old Russian apple orchard at State College and the name Russian White, is given until the real name can be determined. 
Sapinia Crabapple. - Introduced 1920. This is a seedling of Winesap top-grafted on Virginia crab. The name is made up from these two names. One of the forerunners of a new race of hybrid apples, in 
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which the cultivated apple instead of the Siberian crab is the female parent. Fruit thinly washed with dull red, almost two inches i� diam­eter. Flavor subacid. Evidently a long winter keeper. 
Sasha Apple. - Introduced 1919. A seedling of the Hibernal pollinated with Gravenstein pollen. The fruit is a fine yellow, oblate and excellent quality sweet apple of full commercial size ; the tree is of strong, stocky growth, has blighted a little but not more than some of the standard varieties. The pedigree indicates it should combine hardi­ness and quality. Sasha is a Russian man's name. The Sasha is a fine quality fruit, but the tree blights so much that it has been discarded here at Brookings. 
Sereda Apple. - Introduced 1916. From seed of the Harry Kaump top grafted on Oldenburg (Duchess ) apple. Resembles Yellow Transparent and is similar in maturing very early, but is more regular in form. Yellow, juicy sprightly subacid. Sereda is the Russian word for Wednesday. 
Shoko Wild Crabapple. - Introduced 1922. A hybrid of the wild crab of Elk River, Minnesota, with pollen of Alexander apple, one of the largest Russian apples. Fruit nearly two inches in diameter, green, acid, but cooking into an acceptable sauce. The size of the fruit will probably increase, as the original tree is much crowded in nursery rows. Shoko is the Sioux Indian for "seven". 
Sugar Crabapple. - Introduced 1919. A large flavored winter sweet crab. One of our seedlings of Antonovka. Fruit two inches in diameter, round oblate, yellow with bronze blush. Flesh a rich sweet. This has fruited several times and has increased considerably in size since it first fruited. The fruit cooks up easily into a dark yellow sweet sauce that is very good. This tree has been free from blight so far. Its really excellent flavor should commend it to those who like sweet app,les. 
Tipi Wild Crabapple.-Introduced 1922. Also a hybrid of the wild crab of Elk River, Minnesota, with pollen of the Duchess of Oldenburg apple and much the same in tree and fruit as Kola. Tipi is the Teton Indian for "tent". 
Toringo Crabapple. - From the 1917 list. Pyrus Toringo Crab­apple. A dwarf crab native of Japan. Fruit the size of a pea, flo'Yers white and bluish. Grown mostly for ornament, but promrsing as a dwarf stock. Descended from lthe original stock imported by Prof. J. L. Budd from Russia. Not entirely hardy but worthy of further study. Pyrus Toringo, Sieb., is now listed in Bailey's Cyclopedia of Horticulture as Pyrus S'ieboldii, Regel. 
Yellow Sweet Apple.-This old Russian apple has borne abundant fruit for many years in the Russian apple orchard of this Depart­ment. It is one cf the earliest apples ; round, yellow, juicy, sweet. This variety should find a place in every family orchard. From 1the 1924 list. 
Zapta Wild Crabapple. - Introduced 1922. A hybrid of the wild native crab apple from Elk ·River, Minnesota, with pollen of the Bismarck apple, a large variety frcm New Zealand resembling the Alex-
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ander. Fruit two and one-eighth inches in diameter, green; acid and acerb, but cooks up well into sauce. The original tree is closely crowd­ed in our seedling nursery so the size of the fruit will probably incre�se under propagation. Zapta is the Sioux word for "five." 
Zeleba Apple. - Introduced 1922. An importation from Rus­sia. The full name, Krimskaja Zeleba, indicates that Crimea, in south­ern Russia, is the place of origin . As fruited here, it is a very large, round, red apple, size about three and one-half inches in diameter and very heavy, flesh white, pleasant subacid. The fruit cooks up well. An apple of very attractive color, r�ally a beautiful fruit. Season about December to midwinter. Zeleba has shown some tendency to blight. 
Progress With Plums and Sand Cherries 
Fully 10,000 native plum seedlings have been grown at this Station in an endeavor to improve the fruit in size and quality. A record of the early plum work was made in South Dakota Bulletin No. 92, "Plums in South Dakota." These sefoct native plums were given South Dakota numbers for propagation. Some pure native plums should be included in every plum orchard to insure abundant pollination. 
South Dakota Numbers 8-22, inclusive.-From the 1907 list. New native plums. South Dakota Numbers 8-22, inclusive. About 6,000 native plum seedlings have been fruited and some trees of fifteen of the best varieties have been propagated and are now ready for limited trial elsewhere. All bear fruit large to very large in size, and good quality ; trees productive and with good foliage. South ·Dakota Numbers 23-45, inclusive.-From the 1908 lis;t. Choice pure native plums. All bear fruit, large to very large in size and good to very good in quality ; trees productive and with good foliage. There were some really fine native plums among these South Dakota numbers but there was very little or no call for them after the new hy­brid plums appeared. Out of all of these native plum seedlings the fol­lowing have been named: Wai:::tesa, Yuteca, Zekanta, Huya and Topa. The general experience with all these pure native plums favors the Wastesa as being the outstanding one for superiority in quality. Yuteca is extra large. A considerable number of seedlings have been grown from the pure native plums collected from various parts of South Dakota. The only one named so far is the Teton. The lack of available land has prevented much further work with the pure native plums but the work is still under way. There are many choice plums at various points in the state, the trees of wliich should be marked and brought into cultivation. We need especially some more yellow plums. Many select native South Da­kota plum seedlings have been planted in the State Orchards at Water­town and Eureka. 
Progress With the Native Sand Cherry 
The western Sand Cherry, Prunus Besseyi, is a native of South Da­kota, especially in the wesbrn half of the state. A detailed report of the experiments in taming this native fruit is given in South Dakota Bulletin 87, "The Western Sand Cherry", June, 1904. In the present 
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Bulletin are noted the Sioux, Tomahawk and South Dakota No. 5 Sand Cherries. Many thousands of Sand Cherry seedlings have been grown in the course of this work of taming this, one of the favorite fruits of the Sioux Indians of South Dakota. The second generation of Sand Cher­ries at this station consisted of 5,000 plants and the third generation of 25,000 plants. In the course of ten trips in five years the Sand Cherry trail has been followed i'nto North Dakota, northwest Minnesota and north into Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The work is still under way, Sand Cherries being selected at every opportunity with the seventh and eighth generations now under trial. A large number of seedlings have been selected and are propa­gated 'for further work under numbers by budding on native plum roots. The effort is to improve the fruit in size and quality and decrease the size of pit. These select Sand Cherries can be propagated by layering. The budded plants are rather expensive for the amount of fruit obtained, some years up to about three pounds per plant, so an effort is being made to breed this improved type true to seed. The Sand Cherry hybrids, such as Opata and Sapa, are much more popular than any of the named Sand Cherries owing to their great superiority in size and quality oi fruit. Wherever the Sand Cherry hybrids are grown, it will be well to have a few pure Sand Cherry seedlings and pure native plums near by to pro­vide abundant pollination. Every garden in the state could use to ad­vantage some of these seedling Sand Cherries as they are very produc­tive and the fruit is useful for sauce or preserves. All the sand cherry hybrids such as Opata, Sapa, Sansota, Cheresoto, and Wachampa should be kept in bush form with many stems close to the ground. As they bear heavily on one year old wood, try to have an abundance of this wood coming on by pruning back the shoots that have borne several years. The sand cherry hybrids should not be trimmed up with a high steni as some practice with ordinary plums. All the sand cherry hybrids fruit very freely on one-year-old budded trees in nursery row. All plums and sand cherry hybrids do best in mixed orchards of several varieties. This mixed planting insures perfect pollination of the blossoms. Plums blossom earlier than sand cherries and the hybrids are usually in between. The best plums for pollination are usually the pure native plums. Wastesa is one of the best pure native plums. If pure wild plums are close by, they will furnish abundant pollen. For late blooming plums or sand cherry hybrids, it would be well to plant some pure sand cherries also to insure perfect pollination. In ad­dition, if there are no bees in the neighborhood it would be well to keep bees as they help in the pollination. 
Progress With Manitoba Native Plums 
In the fall of 1895, a lot of pits of wild plums (Prunus nigra) were obtained from Thomas Frankhmd, Stonewall, Manitoba, who gathered them from wild plum trees in the vicinity of Stonewall, a few miles north of Winnipeg. The pits were pJanted at Brookings, -and out of many seed­lings, two were selected and propagated under the names Winnipeg and Assiniboin as noted in Bulletin 130. These have been tested at various places in the North, especialiy in their native region, and ·have won favor. Here at Brookings the Manitoba plums are characterized by 
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small size of -tree, but extremely early season of fruit. In fact, they are the earliest of all native plums, but are not needed for the main market here since at Brookings larger and better plums can be raised owing to our later season. In an endeavor to improve the fruit in size and quality a number of hybrids of the Manitoba wild plum with choice plums from California have been made. None of these hybrids are as large as Waneta so will probably be planted mainly in the North. The trees are productive and the large red fruit is of excellent quality. The names are all of Indian tribes at fhe far North, especially Manitoba. The three named so far are the Cree, Pembina and Ojibwa. 
Progress With the Sand Plum 
Many seedlings of the Sand Plum of Kansas, (Prunus Watsoni), have been raised. They are interesting trees of dwarf habit bearing pro­fusely of good fruit which varies greatly in size and quality. The Kaw and the Kiowa, two of the hybrids with the Wolf plum, are worthy of trial in the south since they i·ipen after all other plums are gone but early enough to escape frost year after year. These new plums should probably not go much north of Brookings as they may not ripen ; but for the southern part of the state, they are worthy of trial as a distinct new departure in plums. The names are given in honor of old Indian tribes in the Sand plum region. 
Improvement of the Plum and Sand Cheery 
The following synopsis is a classification of the varieties described in this bulletin. The seed or female parent is mentioned first, the pollen, or male parent, second. Select Native Plums (Prunus Americana) : Wastesa ; Yuteca ; Huya ; Topa ; Zekanta ; Teton. Select Manitoba Plums (Prunus Nigra) : Assiniboin ; Winnipeg. Hybrid Japanese Plum x Native Plum : Tecumseh (Shiro x Surprise) .  Japanese Plum x Native Plum : Waneta ; Kahinta ; Tawena (Apple plum x Terry plum) ; Oziya (·Red June plum x DeSoto plum) . Native Plum x Chinese Apricot Plum) : Hanska ; Inkpa; Kaga ; Toka (seedling native plum x Prunus Simoni) .  Chinese Apricot x Native Plum) : Tokata (Prunus Simoni x De Soto plum) .  Sand Plum x Native Plum : Kaw ; Kiowa (Sand Plum, Prunus Watsoni x Wolf plum) . Manitoba Native Plum x Hyb:rlid Japanese Plum : Cree (Manitoba native plum x Combination plum) ; Pembina (Manitoba native plum x Red June plum) . Japanese Hybrid Plum x Manitoba Native Plum : Ojibwa (Shiro x Manitoba Native plum) . Select South Dakota Sand Cherries (Prunus Besseyi) : Sioux ; Tom­ahawk ; No. 5; and several other numbers. 
Sand Cherry Hybrids 
Sand Cherry x Japanese Plum : Sapa ; Wachampa ; Etopa ; Eyami ; Enopa ; Ezaptan (Sand Cherry x Burbank's Sultan plum) ; Tom Thumb (True to Seed No. 2),  (seedling of Ezaptan) ;  Opata ; Owanka ; Okiya ; 
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Cikana ( Sand Cherry x Gold plum) ; Skuya ; Wohanka ; Wakapa (prob­ably Sand Cherry x unknown Japanese plum). Sand Cherry x Native Plum : Cheresoto ; Sansoto ( Sand Cherry x DeSoto plum). Sand Cherry x Plum : Chnmpa ( Sand Cherry hybrid, a seedling of Sioux) open pollinated ; Oka ( seedling of Champa) open pollinated, prob­ably with Japanese plum. Sand Cherry x Purple-leaf Persian Plum : Stana pa (purple-leaved) semi-dwarf ; Cistena (purple-leaved) dwarf; Purple C., not named. Sand Cherry x Europe::m Apricot : Yuksa ( Sand Cherry x New Large Apricot). Sand Cherry x Peach : Kamdesa (Sand Cherry x Opulent Peach) . Sand Cherry x European Sweet Cherry : Seedlings not named, all short-lived. Sand Cherry x Chinese Aµricot Plum : Tokeya ( Sand Cherry x Prunus Simoni) .  
Catalog of  Native and Hybrid Plums and Sand Cherries 
Assiniboin Plum : Introduced 1908. A very early variety gr�n from native pits (Prunus nigra) received from Stonewall near Winni­peg, Manitoba. A favorite in Manitoba for general cultivation. A an­nual bearer of good fruit. The early blooming is characteristic. 
Champa Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1912. Champa is the Sioux Indian name for "cherry". A seedling of the Sioux, one of the pure sand cherry seedlings. The bush is of strong upright growth for a sand cherry, the original plant is about 5 feet. In quality for table or culinary use, the Sioux seems to be the best out of many thousands of sand cherry seedlings grown at this Station. But the Champa exceeds the Sioux somewhat in �ize and appears to be the largest sand cherry to date. Color, glossy black; pit small ; long rath­er than round. These pure sand cherries should be gotten on own roots as soon as possible by layering, as budding is expensive. Some of those who have the Sioux and Tomahawk sand cherries are doing this. A unique method, which was introduced by C. W. Gurney of Yankton, S. D., is  by "high buds'' ; that is, buddmg two or three feet from the ground on native plum stock, thus giving a neat round-headed plant, very fruitful and ornamental for the home garden. These plants should be set a little deeper than they stood in the nursery, making it easier to make layers. Sand cherries are for dry climates and dry soils ;  in moist soils and climates they mildew and are unproductive. The drier the soil the better the sand cherry seems to like it and the more the sand cherry is at home Hence, it deserves a place in the small fruit garden of the western set­tler. Champa has proven productive in many places. It makes a low bushy tree. I consider this of value for ornamental planting, owing to the great abundance of flowers in spring. The flowers are white with pink tinge. 
Cheresoto Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1910. Sand Cherry x De Soto plum pollen. In the fall of 190.7 thirteen �eedlings of this pedi­gree were under propagation in the station nursery. All these trees made strong growth in the nursery, some five feet in height, stocky, 
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well branched and formed abundant fruit buds the first year. These seedlings have borne heavily the past season (1910) and some of them combined the bad qualities of both parents in quality of fruit and large size of pit. However, others shew promise of value as a late market plum as they fruited heavily here this year when native plums were al­most a total failure. The fruit is longish with a minute bristle or prickle at apex which it no doubt inherits from the sand cherry. The size is about one and three-eighths inches in diameter ; color black when fully ripe, with blue bloom ; flesh cling, yellowish green, sprightly, pleasant ; skin thin and free from acerbity. The fruit is a perfect mingling of the sand cherry and DeSoto in looks and flavor, having the size of the DeSoto and the color of the sand cherry The habit is that of a vigorous plum tree. 
Cikana Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1912. Cikana is the Sioux Indian name for "small". Of the same pedigree as Opata but much later in season. This pedigree is : Female parent, the Dakota sand cherry (Prunus Besseyi) ; male parent, the Gold plum. The Gold is a very large hybrid Japanese plum originated by Luther Burbank and for which three thousand dollars was paid when first introduced. Fruit a glossy black, round, one inch in diameter;  skin very thin, free from acerbity ; flesh green, slightly red at pit, very pleasant ; quality very good for the table. The Cikana would mak,� a good substitute for the black California sweet cherry when cooked. When cooked with pits in, it cooks soft in about half an hour and the black skin gives the sauce a beautiful rich red color. The flavor is milder than that of Ezapfan. 
Cistena Purple-leaf Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced spring 1909 as Purple A. Female parent, Dakota Sand Cherry ; male parent, the Purple-leaved plum of Persia, Prunus PissHdi. A beautiful shrub, fol­lowing the Sand Cherry in stature of plant and glossiness of leaf, but the foliage has the rich purple-red color which gives its Persian sh·e such wide popularity. 
Cree Plum : Introduced 1917. Pedigree : Manitoba wild plum x Combination plum pollen. In 1901 when the Combination was intro­duced by Luther Burbank, it was considered the best in quality of 25,000 seedlings. 
Enopa Sand Cherry Hybrid : Of the same pedigree as Sapa. Enopa is Sioux Indian for "second". Size one and one-sixteenth inches in di­ameter, round, dark red with green flesh ; skin thin, free from acerbity, flavor pleasant. Enopa is inferior to the sister variety, Sapa, both in size and quality. Fruit round, dark red with blue bloom, with very minute prickle at apex. 
Etopa Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1908. Of the same pedi­gree as Sapa. Etopa is Sioux Indian for "fourth". First sent out in the spring of 1908 as one-year-old trees. These bore freely in 1909 in several P'laces. Of the same pedigree as Sapa and much like it in color of skin and flesh. Like Sapa, the fruit is excellent in quality and re­markable for the intense black, purple red color of skin, flesh and juice. Skin thin, free from aceroity. Mr. A. P. Stevenson of Dunston, Mani'." toba, wrote in 1909 : "Etopa ripened some very fine fruit on September 12, 1909. I think a lot of this variety, it is the best yet fruited here." 
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Eyami Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1908. Of the same pedi­
gree as Sapa. Fruit round, one and three-sixteenths by one and five­
sixteenths inches in diameter; dark red with semi-transparent skin; skin 
thin; flesh green, pleasant; pit large ; inferior both to Sapa and Opata. 
Tree productive. 
Ezaptan Sand Cherry Hybri d :  Introduced 1911.  A number of seed­
lings of the same pedigree as th£ Sapa, with much the same character of 
fruit, but differing somewhat in tree, have been developed. Perhaps sev­
eral are needed for better pollination in mixed orchards. One of them, 
the Ezaptan ( Sioux Indian for "fifth") ,  is remarkable for its earliness 
and heavy bearing. Color of fruit in 1909 of a dark purple and with less 
grayish overcast than that of Sapa; perhaps averages smaller than Sapa 
but this will be better determined with further experience. Quality de­
licious, color black purple-red from skin to pit the same as Sapa. 
Hanska Plum : Introduced 1908. Hanska is the Sioux word for 
"tall". The name is given in allusion to the extraordinarily rapid growth 
in nursery, three-year-old trees attaining a height of twelve feet; two­
year-old trees are too heavy to ship well. The female parent is a seed­
ling of the wild northwestern plum (Prunus Americana) ; the male par­
ent is tne very large, firm-fleshed, fragrant apricot plum of China 
(Prunus Simoni) ,  and popular in the orchards of California. The Hanska 
fruited first in 1906 and 1907 on two and three year old trees in nursery 
row. In fruit, the Hanska closely resembles its Chinese parent in form, 
color, fragrance, quality and firmness of flesh ; the size, however, is 
smaller, being only one and one-half inches in diameter so far but will 
probably increase as this was from two and three year old trees · in 
nursery row. The pit is very small. 
As exhibited at the South Dakota State Fair three years in succes­
sion, the fruit of this variety has been much admired for its beautiful 
color, which is bright red with heavy blue bloom, firm yellow flesh, gooJ 
quality and rich fragrance ; fruit in 1909 was one and one-half to one and 
nine-sixteenths inches in diameter. When cooked, the strong apricot 
flavor is brought out to perfection, entirely unlikP. any native plum. The 
flat shape also distinguishes it from all the other hardy plums grown in 
the Northwest. -
lluya Plum : Introduced 1908. Huya is the Sioux Indian for "eagle". 
This is State Fair No. 36 noted in Bulletin 93. A large, very produc­
tive wild plum. 
Inkpa Plum : Introduced 1909. lnkpa is the Sioux Indian for "apex'' 
or "acme") .  Of the same p,edigree as Hanska. These varieties are 
much alike in fruit and rapidity of growth, but further trial is needed to 
determine which is the best one out of the many seedlings of this par­
entage. 
Kaga Plum : Introduced 1909. Kaga is the Sioux Indian for "pitch 
a tent." Of same pedigree as the Hanska. These varieties are much 
alike in fruit and rapidity of growth, but further trial is needed to de­
termine . which is the best one out of the many seedlings of this parent­
age. Many p,ref er the Kaga as a better annual bearer than Hanska. 
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Kahinta Plum : Introduced 1912. Kahinta is the Sioux Indian name for "sweep". Female parent : the Apple plum, a Japanese variety orig­inated by Luther Burbank of California ; male parent, the Terry, a nativ0 plum (Prunus Americana), originated by the late H. A. Terry of Cres­cent, Iowa. Three seedlings of this pedigree, all have fruit of excellent quality, approximating that of the peach in excellence. Fruit one and one-half inches in diameter, dark red, roundish, slightly oval, very heavy ; the heaviest plum on the ground the very dry season of 1911, weight being about one ounce. Fruit freestone, skin thin, no acerbity ; flesh firm yel­low, sweet. Later reports show the size larger. The three sister varieties, Waneta, Kahinta and Tawena, are all remarkable for large sized fruit. 
Kamdesa Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1908. This is a hybrid of the western Sand Cherry with pollen of the Opulent peach. Kamdesa is the Sioux Indian name for "Daybreak". This plant is practically ster­ile ; instead of having one pistil it usually has from two to three and as high as six pistils, so it is an ornamental bush and has no value for fruit. Evidently, this is not the way to get a hardy peach since the resulting hybrid of the Sand Cherry and peach is sterile. 
Kaw Plum : Introduced 1917. Pedigree: Prunus Watsoni x Wolf plum pollen. The color is a pleasing bright dark red with firm skin with fine white dots and white bloom and peculiar crisp texture of yellow flesh. The quality is pleasing to all who have tried it. 
Kiowa Plum : Introduced 1917. Pedigree: Prunus Watsoni x Wolf plum polen. Much like the Kaw. Perhaps only one will be needed. 
Ojibwa Plum : Introduced 1917. Pedigree: Shiro x Manitoba wild plum (Prunus nigra) pollen. Since the Shiro, one of Luther Burbank's plums, is a complex hybrid of four species, the Ojibwa will be a mixture of five different species of Prunus: Nigra, Angustifolia, Cerasifera, Tri­flora, Simoni. Flesh yellow, of good flavor ; skin thin and free from acerbity. This tree seems to be E'specially worthy of a trial at the North. The Ojibwa is not nearly as large as the Waneta hut should go consid­erably farther north. The original tree has been very productive. At first sight, the pointed shape would make it look like a select pure native Manitoba plum, out the skin is too thin to be a pure Manitoba. F. L. Skinner, Dropmore, Manitoba, Canada, writes under date of January 19, 1922: "I had a splendid crop from your Ojibwa plum this year." 
Oka Sand Cherr;y Hybrid: Introduced 1924. This is not really a cherry but is a good substitute for a cherry. It is a Sand Cherry hybrid, a seedling of Champa. Black red flesh, rounder than Sapa and color brighter on outside. The original one-year seedling tree bore fruit in 1923, the year after planting, and again in 1924. Plant of bushy habit but taller than the Tom Thumb Cherry. I receiv.ed a letter from a Canadian friend asking that I develop a cherry that would dry up and stay on the bush until the farmers found time to pick them. I thought this was a tall order for one day, but sqortly after I went out into the seedling nursery and found the plant, which I have named the Oka Cherry. The fruit dried into a sweet prune-like fruit and later can be 
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cooked up into excellent sweet sauce. So after all I find tr.is Oka Cherry filling the demand of my Canadian friend, although I would not recom­mend leaving the fruit on the trees too long as they are too tempting. 
Okiya Sand Cheny Hybrid : Introduced 1908. Of the same pedi­gree as Opata. Fruit dark red, roundish ; flesh green, excellent quality ; fruit much like Opata but averages smaller. 
Opata Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1908. Opata is the Sioux for "bouquet';. One-year-old trees from buds sent out in spring of 1908 bore freely the following year in many places. The excelltnt quality of the Opata makes it worthy of wide popularity for table and culinary use. F'emale parent, the Dakota Sand Cherry (Prunus Besseyi) ; male parent, the Gold plum, a very large hybrid Japanese variety originated by Luth­er Burbank and for which three thousand dollars was paid when first introduced. Opata is a plum tree in habit of vigorous growth and forms fruit buds freely on one-year-old shoots in nursery ; foliage large and glossy. Fruit, one and three-sixteenths inches in diameter, dark purplish­red with blue bloom; weight one-half ounce ; flesh green, firm; flavor very pleasant, combining the sprightly acid of the sand cherry with the rich sweetness of the Gold plum. Excellent for eating out of hand. The thin skin can be chewed and eaten, as it is entirely free from acerbity. Pit very small ; season extremely early. Our best Opata fruits in 1909 were one and five-eighths inches in diameter. A very strong grower in _nursery and orchard and an early and heavy bearer. At this station in 1909, Opata was fully ripe when the Manitoba No. 1 plum, although dull red, was not ripe enough to eat. Opata is now widely grown in many states from Oklahoma north into Canada. 
Owanka Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1908. Of the same ped­igree as Opata. A few trees of Owanka were sent out in the spring of 1908, under restrictions as to propagation. These bore for the first time in i909, the original tree having been used up in p,ropagation. Fruit dark red, one and three-eighths inches in diameter with blue bloom; flesh yellow. In common with most of the other varieties of this pedigree, the apex is terminated by a minute prickle. fl'he flesh is not so bad, but the bitter skin caused me to discard this variety at once and to recall the few specimens sent out. However, some growers report the bitter flavor is not objectionable in the jelly or sauce. The tree is a strong grower in nursery, forms fruit buds the first year, and is hardy and productive. 
Oziya Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1912. Oziya is the Sioux In­dian name for "to refresh". Female parent, Red June, a large early Jap­anese plum; male parent, DeSoto, a well known native plum from south­western Wisconsin. Oziya was the earliest large plum in 1911, remark­able for its large size and very bright red color; flesh light yellow and of excellent quality. The original tree and the few trees propagated from it bore heavily the past season, the best specimens measured one and five-eighths inches in diameter. This plum should be of value for market as an extra early plum. Oziya plum jam is really remarkable for its bright cherry color and superb flavor; the skin cooks soft and disappears entirely and there is no trace of the native plum acerbity. 
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Pembina Plum : Introduced 1917. Pedigree: Manitoba wild plum x Red June plum pollen. The Red June is one of the earliest and best Jap­anese plums, imported many years ago from Japan. Many favorable reports have been received as to size and quality of fruit and early pro­ductiveness of tree of the Pembina. 
Sansoto Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1910. Female parent, Sand Cherry (Prunus Besseyi ) ;  ma.le parent, DeSoto, a well known stand­ard variety of native plum (Prunus Americana) from southwestern Wis­consin. In the fall of 1907 thirteen of the seedlings of this pedigree were under propagation in the station nursery. All these trees made strong growth in the nursery, som� five feet in height, stocky, well branched 
Fig. 3.-SAP A SAND CHERRY HYBRID 
The fruit has a rich dark purple-red skin. It is an early season fruit. 
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and formed abundant fruit buds the first year. These seedlings have borne heavily the past season ( 1910 ) and some of them combined the bad qualities of both parents in quality of fruit and large size of pit. How­ever, others show promise of value as a late market plum as they fruited heavily here this year wlien native plums were almost a total failure. The fruit is round. The size is about one and three-eighths inches in diameter ;  color black when fully ripe with blue bloom; flesh cling, yel­lowish green, sprightly, pleasant ; skin thin and free from acerbity. The fruit is a perfect mingling of the sand cherry and De Soto in looks and flavor, having the size of the De Soto and the color of the sand cherry. The habit is that of a vigorous plum tree. These sand cherry hybrids appear to be all later in bloom than the plum, which is characteristic of the sand cherry. 
Sapa Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1908. Sapa is the Sioux In­dian for "black", and alludes to the color of the skin, flesh and juice of this remarkable hybrid. This represents a new departure in stone fruits for the prairie Northwest. The fruit has the rich dark purple-red skin, flesh and juice of its sire, the Sultan. 'The Sultan is one of Luther Bur­bank's Japanese plums of the Sa�rnma type, and is perhaps a cross witi1 some other species. The female parent is one of the selected seedlings of the northwestern sand cherry (Prunus Besseyi) ,  a favorite fruit of the Dakota S1oux Indians. The tree is plum-like in habit, forming fruit buds freely on one-year trees in nursery. One-year trees sent out in the spring of I908 bore freely in 1909 in many places. Specimens of the Sapa grow in Minnesota took first prize as a seedling plum at the Min­nesota State Fair in 1909. In 1909, the best Sapas at Brookings were one and three-eignths inches in diameter, weight five-eighths ounces, on one-year-old trees set the preceding year and bearing a heavy crop. The rich purple color of the skin is dulled at first by being oversp,read with a thin gray, which disappears as the fruit attains full ripeness. Season extremely early. The Sapa bears freely on one-year shoots in the nur­sery and along with Opata has attained wide popularity. 
Sioux Sand Cherry : Introduced 1902. A large Sand Cherry select­ed from many thousand seedlings. Not as large as some of the later seedlings but noteworthy for its mild flavor. The plants sent out were budded on native plum roots. 
Skuya Sand Cherry ·Hybrid : Introduced 1908. '.The pedigree is re­corded as : female parent, Red June, a large early Japanese p,lum; male parent, De Soto, a well known native plum (Prunus Americana) originat­ed in southwestern Wisconsin. But in fruit and leaf, the Skuya is mor� of a Sand Cherry-Japanese plum hybrid. The Skuya first fruited in 1907 upon a tree very severely cut for budsticks. Fruit dark red and yellow. Quality excellent and delicious. The pit is very small. Skuya is \he Sioux Indian for "sweet". 
S'outh Dakota No. 5 Sand Cherry : From the 1907 list : Plants of South Dakota No. 5 Sand Cherry budded on native plum roots were dis­tributed. These budded plants of select Sand Cherry have done well on high upland at the Experiment Station at Mandan, North Dakota. Some years the average crop per plant is about three pounds. A large Sand Cherry of good quality. 
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Stanapa Purple-leaf Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1909. Sand Cherry x Purple-leaved Persian plum pollen. An event for landscape gardeners. By crossing the Dv kota sand cherry with pollen of the Pur­ple-leaved plum of Persia (Prunus Pissardi) , we have a number of beau­tiful shrubs following the sand cherry in stature and glossiness of leaf, but with the rich purple-red color of foliage which gives the Persian sir� such wide popularity. In the sp.ring of 1909, three of these seed­lings were first introduced as Purple A, Purple B, and Purple C. Last year ( 1910) Purple A was named Cistena ( Sioux Indian name for "baby") . Further experience shows that Purple B is also worthy a name since the color is as bright and the growth equal if not superior. The name now given to Purple B j ::,, Stanapa, which is made up from two Sioux Indian words meaning "purple leaf". These purp,le-leaved sand cherries will probaoly win great favor for single specimens or groups on the lawn or for dwarf ornamental hedges, owing to their brilliant color­ing. 
Tawena Plum : Introduced 1924. Pedigree : Apple plum, a Japanese variety, crossed with pollen of the Terry, the largest native Prunus Americana plum. A full sister to the Waneta and Kahinta, and origin­ated at the same time. Not quite as large as Waneta, fruit more rou.nd, an immense bearer. This has been much admired at our State Fair exhibits and the introduction has been urged. The name is an anagram (rearrang.ement) of the name Waneta. Carl A. Hansen, Brookings, reports Tawena as a model tree the first year in nursery, branching better than either Waneta or Kaliinta. 
Tecumseh Plum : Introduced 1918. A fine extra large plum. We have several of this pedigree, which is Shiro crossed with pollen of Sur­prise. As Shiro is OI].e of Burba.nk's hybrid Japan plums combining four species, Surprise pollen makes this an amalgamation of five species. It should go south rather than north. The season is very early. 
Teton Plum : Introduced 1912. For many years p::ts and scions of pure wild plums have been collected in various parts of South Dakota. both by correspondence and personal field work. :The best success in this line was in 1904 in exploring along the Missouri near Campbell, in Campbell county. This tree was found in a small plum thicket a short distance from the :Missouri river. The fruit was one and three-eighths inches in diameter, color a good clear red ; flesh of good quality. Later in the season scions were cut from three of the trees in this thicket. The trees bore heavily the past season. One of them has been named Teton in honor of the Indian tribe living in that vicinity. This plum is prac­tically a freestone ; the skin is thick but cooks readily. It is the best representative of the pure native plum of this state found up to date. 
Toka Plum : Introduced 1911. Some 15 varieties of the same pedigree as Hanska, Inkpa and Kaga have been developed, all of which bore a heavy crop· in 1909, whe;1 native plums were almost a total fail­ure. They are all very much alike in character of fruit but differ some ­what in tree. In observing these seedlings closely in the nursery and orchard, one cannot help noticing that some are spreading, while others are very upright in habit, much like the Prunus Simoni itself. One is 
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of such erect strong, stocky growth, really a model nursery tree, that it seems worthy of trial. Field notes state : "Simoni habit in nursery.. The nicest looking tree in nursery F,nd orchard." Toka· is the Sioux Indian for "adversary". An early and heavy bearer. 
Tokata Plum : Introduced 1912. Tokata is the Sioux Indian for "go forward". Female parent is the large, firm-fleshed, fragrant apricot plum of China (Prunus Simoni) ,  popular in the orchards of Cali­fornia ; male parent, DeSoto, a well known native plum (Prunus Amer­icana) from southwestern Wisconsin. The four varieties sent out from this Department : Hanska, Inkpa, Kaga, Toka, show that the firm flesh and rich fragrance of the apricot of China can be combined successfully with the native northwestern plum (Prunus Americana). A reciprocal hybrid of these four is the Tokata, since the native plum in this case is the male instead of th� fem ale parent. The fruit is regular in form, "  roundish, slightly oval, with apex fla t. In 1911 the size was one and three-eighths x one and seven-sixteenths inches in diameter. The skin is of a rich dark orange red, slightly mot­tled with numerous orange dots suffused in the skin covered with light lilac bloom. '!'he flesh is of a rich orange red color, very firm and with the rich Simoni flavor when fresh from the tree. Pit free. When cooked a few minutes in sugar syrup the sauce has the rich Chinese apricot flavor, which is superior to any of the native plums an<l to the ordinary California plums as received in this market. Tree of good upright habit. As to how far north this variety can be grown remains to be de­termined by experiment, but it can scarcely be expected to go outside of the natural successful range of the DeSoto plum. 
Tokeya Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1907. The female parent is one of the select second generation seedlings of the Western Sand Cherry (Prunus Besseyi) ,  a favorite bush fruit of the Dakota Sioux Indians. The male parent is Prunus Simoni, a peculiar fruit tree from China, allied to the apricots and plums; grown in California; fruit very large, fragrant, firm fleshed, sometimes marketed as a California plum. Fruited first in 1906 on trees one year old in nursery row, size one and one-fourth inches in diameter. Fruit in 1908 one and three-eighths inches in diameter, dark red, flesh green, of good quality ; pit very small. Fruit in 1909 one and one-eighths x one and one-fourth inches in diameter; weight seven-sixteenths ounce ; skin dark brownish red, skin is thin, bit­ter, improving with maturity ; flesh green, pleasant acid. 
Tomahawk Sand Cherry : Introduced 1902. A large Sand Cherry selected from many thousand seedlings. Not as large as some of the later seedlings but noteworthy for its mild flavor. The plants sent out were budded on native plum roots. 
Tom Thumb Sand Cherry Hybrid : .From the 1916 list. The first step in a project of breeding plums true to seed to avoid the necessity of budding and grafting. True to Seed No. 1 is a seedling of Opata. True to Seed No. 2 is a seedling of Ezaptan which is of the same pedi­gree as Sapa. This plan may not be desirable as the trees would need to be isolated when in bloom, either by tenting the trees or planting them 
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far from other trees. Some of them will no doubt revert, others will come true. To complete this work, seedlings should be raised and only those saved that come true. From the 1921 list: Trees of this series have not been sent out since. True to Seed No. 2 has been watched closely the past five years. It: is practically a Sapa in fruit, but the plant is a low bush, having much the same habit as its granddam, the native Sand Cherry. Bears freely on one-year shoots in nursery, from the ground up, and annually thereafte1·. Probably the plant should be propagated by layers to save the expense of budding. What has been done in this seedling is really to reduce the choice black-purple flesh polum-sand cherry hybrid to the stature of a small fruit. They can be planted close together like currant bushes. What more can be done, the future must disclose. In the 1922 list the name Tom Thumb cherry was given to the True to Seed No. 2. The Tom Thumb has won popularity in Manitoba and Saskatchewan for its early and continuous bearing, and for resistance! of the blossoms to frost in the spring. 
Topa Plum : Introduced 1908. Fruit large, handsome;  tree low. A good native plum. Topa is the Sioux Indian for "four". 
Wachampa Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1910. Of the same pedigree as Sapa. Fruit one to one and one-fourth inches in diameter; much like the Sapa in every respect. It averages larger and more vig­orous in tree than Sapa ; one of the strongest growing trees of the Sand Cherry hybrids. Trees one year old from bud planted in 1908 bore a heavy crop in 1909. The fruit keeps well on the table after pick­ing. From the 1910 list: The union of the Dakota Sand Cherry and- the Sultan plum gives us Sapa, Etopa and several others which with their rich flesh and juice and cherry-like pit will compare favorably with the purple red-fleshed sweet cherries from California. But they run too large to be rated as cherries. Shall they be called cherries or plums ? Another desirable seedling of the same pedigree as Sapa and much like it, but a stronger grower and -with smaller fruit, about one inch in diam­eter, has p�oven a very heavy bearer the past season on three-ye�r-old trees transplanted at one year of age. It has been named Wachampa ( Sioux Indian for "blood cherry"). 
Wakapa Sand Cherry Hybr.lid : Introduced 1908. The recorded pedigree is Red June, a large early Japanese plum x DeSoto, a well known native plum, Prunus Americana. However, the botanical char­acters are those of Sandcherry hybrids. The Wakapa is a sister to the Skuya and W ohanka. 
Waneta Plum : Introduced 1913. This variety appears to combine the best points of the native and the Japanese plum. It is prob��ly the largest of over 10,000 seedlings. The size here at Brookings in 
1912 was two inches in diameter; weight two ounces. Good red color, skin free from acerbity, flavor delicious. The female parent is the Apple plum, a large Japanese variety originated by Luther Burbank of California ; the male parent is Terry, the largest native (Prunus Amer­icana) plum, originated by the late H. A. Terry of Iowa. The Waneta plum was exhibited at the South Dakota State Fair at Huron in Sep­tember, 1912, oy the Horticultural Department of this Station. 
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The Waneta is the largest of all the Hansen Hybrid plums. The tree is a very strong grower in nursery and an early and persistent an­nual bearer of delicious plums of large size. The Waneta combines in large measure the most desirable points of the native and the Japanese plums. At the 1920 Iowa State Fair at Des Moines the Waneta and the sister variety, Kahinta, were by far the largest plums on exhibition. 
Fig. 4.-WANETA PLUM 
This variety appears to combine the best points of the native and Japanese plum. 
,vastesa Plum : Introduced 1908. Wastesa (Sioux Indian name for "delicious") . This is State Fair No. 16 mentioned in Bulletin No. 93. Large, almost free stone, excellent. It is the best of the State Fair seedlings mentioned in Bulletin No. 93 and is considered the best in qual­ity of all the pure native seedlings in this lot of 10,000 seedlings. The characterfstic ragged leaf indicates that Wastesa is a seedling of Wyant, one of the best native plums of northern Iowa. 
Winnipeg Plum : Introduced 1908. A very early variety grown from native pits (Prunus nigr:a) received from Stonewall near Winni­peg, Manitoba. A favorite in Manitoba for general cultivation. An an­nual bearer of good fruit. 'fhe early blooming is characteristic. A sis­ter variety to the Assiniboin but the Assiniboin appears to have become more prominent in Manitoba gardens. 
Wohanka Sand Cherry Hybrid : Introduced 1909. Of the same pedigree as Skuya ; fruit one inch in diameter, round, dark red ; flesh green, red at pit, pleasant, sprightly. subacid ; pit small, round, nearly free ; skin very thin, free from acerbity. In tree both Skuya and Wo­hanka are more like some of the sand cherry hybrids and we are rais-
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ing some seedlings to determine this. In either event, the size will not make Wokanka as promising as the Opata or Sapa. Very strong, vig­orous, stocky, spreading. 
Yuksa Sandcherry Hybrid : Introduced 1908. This is a hybrid of western Sand Cherry with pollen of the New Large Apricot of Europe. This hybrid of the South Dakota Sand Cherry with a European Apricot produces an abundance of flowers, but is sterile. Evidently, this is not the way to originate a hardy apricot. 
Yuteca Plum : Introduced 1908. Yuteca ( Sioux Indian for "to re­
fresh") ; First sent out spring 1907 as South Dakota No. 8. Size very large, quality good. A choice early and productive native pJum. 
Zekanta Plum : Introduced 1908. Zekanta is the Sioux Indian for ;'yellow plum". A large yellow native plum, of good quality. Some seasons it reddens somewhat with full maturity. 
Improvement of the Cherry 
The sweet cherries of Europe so extensively raised in our eastern states and on the Pacific Coast are not hardy in the prairie Northwest. The sour cherries of Europe are much hardier but not sufficiently hardy to recommend for general planting in South Dakota. The Early Rich­mond and allied varieties are grown to a small extent in the extreme southern part of the state. Neither sweet or sour cherries combine well with any of our native cherries. From Russian seed, the Moscow has been grown at this Sta-tion. At tliis writing, the chief limiting factor in hardy cherries in the North are the tender Mahaleb and Mazzard stocks used in commercial propagation. Chief am.ong the objections to the northern Pincheny (Prunus Pennsylvania) as a commercial cherry stock are the numerous root-sprouts. This suckering habit makes it difficult to control. The Moscow probably will not be hardy as far north at the Sand Cherry l-..'f brids. But even if none of the true cherries prove sufficiently hardy i� the North, some very good quality substitutes can be found among th\ numerous Sand Cherry hybrids already originated. . . Moscow Cherry : From the 1917 list. A new hardy cherry for the North. The prairie Northwest greatly needs a hardy cherry. In the course of five tours to Russia I became greatly interested in the cherry grown in the Vladimir region of Russia just east of Moscow. The fruit comes to the markets of Moscow in immense quantities. Near Moscow, on the Sparrow Hills where Napoleon stood in 1812, there are some interesting orchards of these cherries which I visited in 1894 and 1897. 'These cherries are grown mostly from root sprouts and seeds. The type, however, is not as constant as was thought at first, but varies considerably. Out of a lot of my imported seedlings I have selected one and named it Moscow which is now offered for the first time as budded trees, as it would take too many years to work up a stock of the cherry on its own roots. The trees are one-year buds on Mahaleb roots. This means that at the North they must be mulched carefully to pre­vent root-killing. As soon as possible, the Northern native Pin cherry 
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should be tested as budding stock. Out of a large number of cherries tested at this Station, Moscow is the only one that has borne fruit in satisfactory quantitie�. The tree is productive and perfectly hardy. The fruit is of medium size, bright red with light colored juice of good quality. 
Improvement of the Pear 
From the 1919 list: The experiments in breeding pears immune or resistant to fire blight are described in Bulletin 159 of this Station. In the spring of 1915, scions of 39 varieties were distributed to 24 men in four different states. The later developments of this work are noted in the Minnesota Horticulturist for August, 1916, and in the 13th report of the S. D. State Horticultural Society. Since the publication of Bul­letin 159, the tree called Pyrus sinensis or Pyrus Simonii has been sep­arated from the other Chinese pears by Alfred Rehder into a new specie$ and is now called Pyrus ovoidea. The seasons since 1914 have been marked by the most severe invasion of blight in the history of the Sta­tion. No attempt was made to cut out the affected pear, apple and crab apple trees so these resistant pear seedlings have had every oppor­tunity to blight standing as they are in the same row with the blighted trees. These new hybrid pears were sent out before fruiting. The fruit cannot be expected to be smaller than that of Pyrus ovoidea itself which, although only one and five-eighths inches in diameter, is sweet, juicy and of fair quality. From the 1919 list: In the spring of 1921 I visited some of the best collections of cultivated pears in Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa and Illinois, to obtain pollen for use in originating hardy blight-proof pears of large size and good quality by mating the choicest pears of Europe, the larg­est pears in the world, with the small-fruited but hardy and blight-proof pears of Siberia. In the Fruit-breeding Greenhouses at South Dakota State Coflege, much work of this kind has been done. Many hybrids have already been originated and at least three of these hybrids a:re of full commercial size and appear worthy of propagation. More are con " ing on. CATALOG OF PEARS 
The pedigrees of the 39 hybrid varieties distributed spring of td95 as N. E. H. Nos. 1-38, inclusive, are as follows: 
GROUP A. 
Female parent Birch-leaved pear. Pyrus betulifolia. 
Male parent. Cultivated pear, PyruE< communis. 
1. Pyrus betulifolia X German pear pollen ( label lost) . 
2. Pyrus betulifolia X German pear :r;olle,n. 
3. Pyrm1 betulifolia X German pear po!Ien. 
GROUP B. 
Female parent. Cultivated pear, l'yrus communis ; 
Male parent, Birch-leaved oear, Fyrus betulifolia. 
4. Marie Louise X Pyrus betulifolia pollen. 
6. Marie Louise X Pyr..is betulifolia pollen. 
6. Marie Loui'le X Pyrus betufolia J)olkn. 
7. Parrot X Pyrus betnlifolia pollen. 
8. Conference X Pyrus betulifolia pollen. 
9. Parrot X Pyrus hetulifolia pollen. 
l 0. Parrot X Pyrus betulifolia nollen. 
1 1. Marie Louise X Pyrus betulifolia pollen. 
1 2. Marie Louise X Pyrus l,P.tulifolia pollen. 
1 3. Parrot X Pyrus betulifolia pollen. 
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GROUP C. 
Femi-.le parent, Chinese Sand Pear, Pyrus Sinensis ; 
Male parent, Cultivated pear, Pyrus communis. 
14. Pyrus Sinensis X Russian No. 553 pollen. 
15. Pyrus Sinensis :X Russian No. 553 pollen. 
1 6. Pyrus Sinensis X Lcuise Bonne de Jersey pollen. 
17. Pyrus Sinensis X Russian No. 553 pollen. 
18 .  Pyrus Sinensis X Russian No. 553 pollen. 
19. Pyrus Sinensis X Russian No. 553 pollen. 
ZO. Pyrus Sinensis :X Russian No. 55� rollen. 
21 .  Pyrus Sinensh X Russian No. 55�1 pollen. 
22. Pyrus Sinensis X Marguerite Mt:.riliat pear pollen. 
23. Pyrus Sinensis X Russian No. 553 pollen. 
24. Pyrus Sinensi-, X :Marguerite l'!.lari!Jat pollen. 
25. Pyrus Sinensis X Louise Bonne d,! J'ersey pollen. 
GliOUP D. 
Female parent, Cultivated pear, Pyrus communis ; 
Male parent, Chinese Sand Pear, Pyrus Sinensis. 
26. Parrot X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
27. Louise Bonne de Jersey X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
ZS. Koenig Karl von Wurttemberg X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
�9. Diel (Diel's Butterbirne) X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
30. Russian No. 553 X Pyrus Sinensi;; pollen. 
31. Fondante d' Automne X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
!i2. Koenig Karl von Wurttemberg Y Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
l:3. Kcenig Karl von Wurtt'.!mberg X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
34. Clapp Favorite X Pyrus Sinemi:3 pollen. 
35. Koenig Karl von Wurttember� X P;i;rus Sinensis pollen. 
S6. Conference X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
37. Conference X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
38. Geheimrat Dr. Thiel X Pyrus Sineneis pollen. 
39. Louise Bonne de Jersey X Pyrus Sinensis pollen. 
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Of these seedlings three have been named: the Gogol, Puskin and Tolstoy. The fruit of many of these has proven too small for market. The trees as a class are hardy. At least three of them are reported to bear fruit of commercial size. The experiments are not yet comp,leted. Later, the original Pyrus betulif olia trees where killed by fire blight as they attained maturity. Meanwhile, the original tree� o! Pyrus Ovoidea suffered from blight out made strong recovery. A study of the seedlings indicated that it would save fifty years or more time by going directly to the native Iiome of Pyrus U ssuriensis and secure seed from the north­western limits of thi�· species. Rev. John B.  Katzner of Collegeville, Minnesota, reports in the Northwest Fm·mstead, December 15, 1923, on Nos. 3, 10, 18, 24 and 38 as follows: "These pear trees I have in bearing. While the pears of Nos. 3, 10, and i8 are not what they should be, Nos. 24 and 38 had some fine pears and I think No. 38, a medium to large pear, is a promising variety." 
Gogol Pear.-From the 1919 list. N. E. H. 26. Pedigree : Par­rot Pear x Pyrus Ovoidea pear pollen. Two plants resulted from this combination. Tlie Parrot pear was received from England. This one was selected and numbered N. E. H. 26 . .It has been free from blight, except one small twig blighted in 1918. It was injured by rabbits in the wi�ter of 1916-1917. This seedling is named after Gogol, a Russian poet . . The Gogol did not prove resistant to blight in inoculation experiments at Talent, Oregon, by F. C. Reimer. (Bui. 214, p. 96.) 
Ming Pear.-Named in 1927. Flavor delicious, melting ; really a first class dessert pear. Fruit pyriform, yellow, one and five-eighths x two inches in diameter; with minute russet dots. First distributed 1917 by scions as N. E. H. No. 25. The original tree has proven very 
7 
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resistant to fire blight, although many other pear trees adjacent to it died from fire .blight. Have not tried artificial inoculation. The orig­inal tree bore freely the past season, 1926. Pedigree: Pyrus Simonii ( now called Pyrus Ovoidea) x Louise Bonne de Jersey pear pollen. The hardiness and blight-resistance are evidently from the Chinese pear, and the high flavor of the flesh from the French pear. Probably the fruit on budded trees will be somewhat larger. 
Pushkin Pear. - From the 1919 list. Pedigree :  Pyrus Ovoidea x R&K 553 pear pollen. Seventy-one trees resulted from this cross. R&K 553 is a pear received under this number from Russia. Some of the seedlings have blighted, others not. One of the best appears to be the one we numbered N. E. H. 18, and now named after Pushkin, a Russian author. 
Tolstoy Pear. - From the 1919 list. Pedigree : Clapp's Favor­ite pear x Pyrus Ovoidea pollen . This is a seedling of Clapp's Favorite pear crossed with pollen of Pyrus ovoidea. The original tree is a beauti­ful tree of strong upright growth. It has shown no blight up to date. even after the severe blight invasion from 1914 to 1918, inclusive. The tree has proven hardy so far showing that it must be a true hybrid. The tree has not fruited but the size of the fruit will no doubt be inter­mediate between that of the two parents. Clapp's Favorite is one of the largest and best of American pears. This was the only tree resulting from this hybridization. Introduc€d spring 1917 as N. E. H. 34 ; see S. D. Bulletin 159. 
F. C. ·Reimer, Superintendent of the Southern Oregon Experiment Station at Talent, Oregon, has been working with pear stocks for a long time. In the Monthly B�lletin of the State Commission of Horticulture,  Sacramento, California, May, 1916, Professor Reimer reports that the Southern Oregon Experiment Station has perhaps the largest collection of species of Pyrus in the world. An extensive series of inoculations for pear blight is being carried on at Talent since pear i.,Hght is the limiting factor in pear culture at the present time and it is highly important to obtain blight-resistant stocks for the pear for Oregon and the whole Pacific Coast. In June, 1925, Professor Reimer reports: 
"With us the Tolstoy is a vigorous upright grower, with desirable habit of growth, and it has shown a very high degree of resistance to Pear Blight. During our five years of inoculatioi1 work with it all of the inoculations on the trunk and most of those on the larger branches have failed. Only i:wo small superficial cankers have developed on branches an inch or more in diameter and in these the disease made com­paratively little headway, never reaching the sap-wood. In th� young succulent branches the inoculations often failed. In some cases the shoots were killed back a distance of twelve to twenty-four inches, but the in­fection never extended into wood more than one-half inch in diameter. These trees have been very severely pruned, thoroughly cultivated, on rich soil and are growing among other trees seriously affected by the disease. The tree makes a slow growth in the nursery but beGomes vig­orous as it grows older in the crchard. No top-working has been done on this hybrid, but judging frcm its high resistance to blight and its 
l 
I 
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clean, vigorous growth, resembling P. communis in some respects, it will 
probably become valuable as a stock for top-working. We shall thor­
oughly test it for this purpose in the near future. The fruit p,roduced by 
this hybrid is very poor in quality." 
-Station Bulletin 214, pp. 95-6, June, 1925, Oregon Agricul­
tural College "Blight Resistance in Pears and Characteristics of 
Pear Species and Stccks," by F. C. Reime!, Corvallis, Oregon. 
Pyrus Ussuriensis. - From the 1917 list. A wild pear from 
the Pacific coast section of Siberia. This tree has proven perfectly 
hardy and very strongly resistant to blight. The stock ofjered is some 
secured from a 1908 tour to Russia. This will probably be the hardy, 
blight-proof stock of the future so an orchard should be established as 
quickly as possible for raising seed from which to raise seedlings. 
In tne 1921 spring list is noted the planting of 15 pounds of seed 
of Pyrus U ssuriensis. This imported seed made a good germination and 
the seedlings a strong growth. Further investigations showed that the 
seed really cam0 from Liaoyong, Manchuria. The blight reistance of_ 
this stock is the main claim for it. 
The next year another lot of seed was secured from the same source. 
Both lots of seedlings winter-killed badly so this ended the experiments 
with pear seed from this source. 
S. D. Usuri Pear. - From the 1919 list. This is Pyrus ussurien­
sis from an importation from Russia in the fall of 1907. The abbrevia­
tion S. D. for South Dakota has been attached so as to distinguish this 
importation from all others. They have proven practically immune to 
blight ; of fine, vigorous upright habit, and very hardy, although stand­
ing in a crowded and unfavorable place. 
U ssuriensis refers to the U suri river in its native home on the Pa ­
cific coast section of "'Phstern Siberia. Here this pear is native of vast 
forests of that regic,1£. Pyrus ussuriensis and its near relative Pyrus 
ovoidea, from nortn China, combine the necessary qualities of winter 
hardin�ss and blight resistance. 
These trees should be carefully mulched over winter to p·revent 
root-killing of the Japan pear seedling stocks upon which they are· bud­
ded. 
Sapgnsky Pear. - From the 1924 list. This is S. P. I. 20336 
brought from Saponsky, EastC!rn Siberia, in 1906 by Frank Meyer as 
Agricultural Explorer for the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The 
name Saponsky is given to indicate its origin. This form of Pyrus 
Ussuriensis has proven very hardy, productive and free from blight. 
The rounded leaves are characteristic. The fruit is valuable only for 
the hardy seedlings to grow nursery stocks and for hybridizing. 
Pyrus Ovoidea Pear. - As described in Bulletin 159 of this 
Station, this is the new name of Pyrus Simoni, a Chines·e wild pear, re­
ceived from the Arnold Arboretum, Boston. Further investigations fo 
.the Arboretum has divided the species so that this tree is now called 
Pyrus Ovoidea. The bright red of the leaves in autumn is attractive. 
The fruit is one and five-eighths inches in diameter, sweet, juicy and-of 
fair quality. Spring 19-22 list. 
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Russian Sand Pear. - From the spring 1922 list. In noting the behavior of the many pears imported from Northern Europe and Asia and other countries, s�cial attention is attracted to Pyrus Sinen­sis as received from Russia under the name of Pyrus Sinensis R&K 453. These trees have proven hardy and have borne abundant fruit. Good seedlings were raised from them. The trees have been very resistant to fire blight. The fruit is small but good for cooking. These seedlings are worthy of planting for those who wish to breed hardy pears and the fruit is valuable for the · seed from which to raise hardy seedlings for budding or grafting. 
Chang Pear. - Introduced 1926. This seedling was grown from fruit grown on trees of Pyrus Simoni, a Chinese wild pear received many years ago from the Arnold Arboretum, Boston, Massachusetts. The original tree bore fruit in 1923 and 1924. Fruit, clear yellow, oblong pyriform; flesh, white, firm, juicy. As described in South Dakota Bul · letin 159, further investigations by Alfred Rehder at the Arnold Arbor­etum divide the species so that the tree is now called Pyrus Ovoidea. The bright red leaves in autumn are attractive. The first fruits of this select seedling pear, Chang, are one and three-fourths x two and one­fourth inches in diameter and of fair quality. Chang is a Chinese name. 
Harbin Pear. - Introduced 1926. Pyrus Ussuriensis is the pear of northern Korea and Minchuria and also the Pacific Coast of Siberia, approximately from Vladivostock to the Amur River. It varies much from seed. In my 1924 tour to North China I gathered seed from many thousand pounds of the fresh fruit, gathered in the mountains of North China, in a region approximately fifty miles east of Harbin which is very near the western limit of this species. In this region the temper­ature ranges to about 47 degrees below zero F. The fruit of the largest pears is two and one-half inches in cross diamefer and two inches in long diameter. The fruit varies in shape but is �ostly rounded, taper­ing toward the stem. The foliage becomes ornamental in fall, owing to the bright red and yellow coloring. The term, Harbin Pear, is now given to this importation to distinguish it from importations of uncertain or more southern origin. This new material should be utilized in three ways : 1. Seedlings should be planted out for fruiting to provide hardy blight-resistant nursery stocks for the new hybrids which are coming on. 2. The fruit may be improved in size and qua.lity by seedling selec­tion through several plant generations. 3. As rapidly as possible these pears should be hybridized with the large, fancy-flavored pears from west Europe. There is much room for improvement in the flesh in flavor but it furnishes the best starting p·oint that I know of for hardy pears strong­ly resistant to bTight and hardy far north. As soon as possible we should combine tlie winter hardiness and blight resistance of this Siberian pear with the large size and fine quality pears of west Europe. This would make it possible for many northern states to grow pears where it is not possible at the present time. This pear is much used for food by the native Manchu Chinese. The flesh is white, juicy, with much grit. Th� fruit ripens late and keeps well, at any rate until late in the fall. 
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Search for Hardy Pear 
The modern standard pear, Pyrm1 communis, is a native of temperate Europe and 
western Asia. In ancient Greece we find the first records of the pear as a cultivated 
plant. The main development of lhis species we owe to Belgium, in which country Van 
Mons stands out as the most prominent worker. Van Mons was born in 1 765 and died in 
1842. His theory was to grow as many seedlings as possible under cultivation and select 
the best as the parents for the next generation. He carried the pear through about five 
generations and at one time had 80,000 seedlings in his nursery. Van Mons distributed 
some 400 varieties, of which about 40 are still under cultivation. 
However, this great work of Van Mons will not help us directly because the species 
is very susceptible to fire blight. Fire blight is a bacterial disease native of North 
America but not found in Europe or Asia. The work of Van Mons and other pear breed­
ers can help us only through hybridization of their best pears with pears of other species 
resistant to blight which are found mainly in northeastern Asia. These choice west Euro­
pean pears suffer also from winter-killing here in the prairie Northwest. These are raised 
on a large commercial scale on the Pacific Coast, but the greatest danger always is fire 
blight, which sometimes wipes out whole orchards in a short time. Some of the Russian 
pears are hardy against winter killing but suffer from the blight. 
On former five trips to Russia in 1894, 1897, 1906, 1908-09, and 1913, I looked into the 
pear question carefully. In parts of North China, especially Manchuria and North Korea, 
Siberia and East Siberia we find Pyrus ussuriensis which is very hardy against winter­
killing and offers much strong resistance to pear blight. Farther south in China there 
are other species of pears which are resistant to pear blight but not against winter-killing. 
Specimen trees from these various trips and also some brought over by Frank N. Meyer, 
Agricultural Explorer for the U. S. Department of Agriculture, all gave promise. Pro­
fessor F. C. Reimer of the Oregon Agricultural College made two tours to China to gather 
pear seed for the Pacific Coast. But the plan was to go much farther north and west of 
all these places to trace the northwest limit of the pear if possible. The element of winter 
hardiness is not so much of a factor on the Pacific Coast as it is here in the prairie 
Northwest. I thought I could save at least fifty years time by going where I could study 
these variations in pECars. These pears of western Asia have been studied in the Arnold 
Arboretum of Boston, Massachusetts. by Alfred Rehder, including material brought over 
from Korea by Dr. E. H. Wilson, Assistant Director of the Arboretum. M'y 1924 tour !s 
the first attempt to find the real northwestern limit of the pears, from the climatic sand­
point. In 1921 at Brookin,is I spent $150 and $80 the next winter in importing Pyrus 
ussuriensis seed through <!Ommercial sources. This seed came from Lioayong, southern 
Manchuria, where the dimate is much milder. It was thought this came from Korea, 
hut really it was from southern Manchuria farther southwest toward Pekin. I have tested 
pear s_¥dlings f�om France, Japan and other regions but none p�oved hardy. 
I left Brookings July 26, 1924, on my sixth tour to foreign lands in search of new 
seeds and plants, _and returned October 17, 1924. The tour was from Seattle to Japan 
and through Japan to Korea, southern Manchuria via Mukden, and north to Harbin 011 
the Siberian Railway where I made my headquarters. From Harbin I went east anJ 
,vest on the Chinese Eastern Railway which forms a part of the Siberian line for nearly 
a thousand miles. I found the western limit of the pear a few miles east of 
Harbin. I went from village to village in the mountains and got the Chinese to bring in 
the pears as they ripened. The main work was in the region about fifty miles east of 
Harbin. The Chinese cut down other timber in the mountains but leave the pear trees 
as they furnish an annual supply of food. From many thousand pounds of pears I 
picked the best for special selection work. I hope to carry these pears through several 
generations, as was done at the time of Van Mons but utilizing the latest improvements 
both in theory and technique. 
I went west to the Soviet boundary at the station Manchuli, also called Manchuria. 
This is where the Russian and Chinese custom houses are located on the boundary and 
is in a very sandy region. It is practically an arm of the Gobi Desert extending across 
the Siberian Railway. Here there are no pears. But a few miles farther east in the 
Great Khingan Mountains I made a rough mountain climbing tour and gathered some 
wild relatives of the peach and almond which I hope will be useful for experimental 
work. 
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The entire tour in the mountains along the Siberian Railway was in a region infested 
with Hung Huitsi, or Chinese bandits. The Chinese War broke out very soon after I 
arrived and many thousands of soldiers were sent farther south, toward Pekin. From 
Mukden to Pekin the railway was taken over so I could not return via Pekin. The only 
way was to go back the same way I came, through Korea and Japan.-N. E. Hansen (in 
Spring list, January 27, 1926) .  
· Mugden Pear.-Introduced 1926. This name i s  given to  seed­lings of a small, early, yellow pear about one and one-half inches in diameter which I found on my 1924 trip shipped in large quantities from further south into Harbin, Manchuria. The trees, it was said, are very early in bearing. This will probably not be hardy far north but is more for the latitude of Nebraska and Iowa. It was impossible at the time to determine the exact origin of these pears. The fruit ripens much earlier than the local pears of the Harbin region. The fruit, while small, is juicy and of pleasant flavor, although as far as I know, none of these oriental pears have the high sp,ice of the best pears of west Europe. 
Simola Pear. - Introduced 1926. Fruit yellow, acute pyriform with a long stem; the first fruits are two inches by two and one-half inches in diameter. The original tree is of tall upright habit and fruited in 1923 and· 1924. Pedigree : Pyrus Simoni x Marguerite Marillat pear pollen. The name Simola is made up of these two names. The original Pyrus Simoni trees were received from the Arnold Arboretum, Boston, Massachusetts, many years ago. The juicy, pleasant flavored fruit is somewhat larger than the typical Simoni. 
Hardy Grape_s 
From the 1924 list: The Concord Grape first fruited in 1849 and was grown from seed of the wild Fox grape, Vih-; Labrusca, by E. W. Bull of Concord, Massachusetts. The vine is marked by a permanent tablet. It se·ems eminently fit­ting that this Mother vine is so honored when we reflect that 75' pp,r cent of all the grapes raised in eastern America come from this famous Con­cord vine and its pure breds and cross-breds. But the Concord grape and its offspring, great as they are, will not help South Dakota and the prairie Northwest since even with careful winter protection they are not sufficiently hardy. For many years past I have worked on this problem and have grown a lot of seedlings of the wild grape of the Dakotas, but this was very slow work as this wild grape type is not equal to the wild Fox grape of Massachusetts in size in its original condition. So I began crossing the wild grape of the Dakotas with some of the choice tame grapes. The work was a success. I now offer for the first time thirty-two of these seedlings. All are hardy at Brookings without winter protection of any kind. This marks the beginning of a new era in grape culture for the p,rairie Northwest. These original vines were planted first on land that was too low and wet and had to be moved on to higher land. Otherwise, tliese grapes would have come out several years ago. A display of these varieties has been the past three years at the South Dakota State Fair and they have been greatly admired. 
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Catalog of 32 New Grapes 
Note on Pedigrees : In the fellowing list the pistillate or seed par­ent is named first and the pollen parent second. By S. D. wild is meant the wild grape collected at Fort Pierre, South Dakota. By N. D. wild is meant the wild grape collected at . Bismarck, North Dakota. The names of these grapes are all taken from the Sioux Indian language. All these 32 varieties were introduced in 1925. 
Arikara Grape. - Pedigree : Lady x N. D. wild. A fine white, sweet, very productive grape with large berries in long bunches. Ber­ries five-eighths inch in diameter ; seeds separate easily from the pulp. Exhibited at South Dakota State Fair three years in succession. 
Atkan Grape. - Pedigree : Lady x N. D. wild. Sweet, medium size ; white with pink tinge. Long bunch. 
Azita Griape.-Pedigree : Beta x N. D. wild. Sweet, medium, five­eighths inch in diameter ; flavor rather wild ; strong growth, fair crop. 
Caddo Grape. - Pedigree : Beta x Agawam. Large, black, sweet grape of good flavor ; size nine-sixteenths inch in diameter. Seeds sep­arate easily from the rather firm flesh. 
Chonkee Grape.-Pedigree : Lady x N. D. wild. A yellow white grape of good size and quality. Vine, a strong grower and productive. 
Chontay Grape. - Pedigr,ee : Massasoit x Beta. Strong grower ; fruit very large, bluish purple ; very good flavor. Seeds separate read­ily from the flesh. 
Edapa Grape. - Pedigree : Merrimac x Beta. Large, black, good quality. Seeds separate easily. 
l 
Ernana Grape/� Pedigree : Beta x Agawam. Our largest grape in 1924. ich, purple, black, fully as large as Concord, borne in close compact clusters, about three-fourths inch in diameter. Flavor good intermediate between the wild flavor of Beta and the high class rich, sweet, aromatic flavor of Agawam. 
Eona Grape. - Pedigree : Lady Washington x Beta. A fine white, sweet, very productive grape. Berries about one-half inch in diameter. The ripest berries have a tinge of pink. 
Lachala Grape. - Pedigree : Lady x N. D. wild. A white grape of good size and quality ; strong grower and very productive. 
Luza Grape. - Pedigree : Merrimac x Beta. A fine sweet, meaty, red grape, somewhat larger tban Beta. 
Mandan Gnape.-Pedigree : Wilder x N. D. wild. An early and very heavy bearer, the first of all of these hybrids to bear. Fruit black,. one-half inch in diameter ; good flavor. Seeds separate very readily from the flesh. 
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Manota Grape. - Pedigree: Merrimac x Beta. Our largest grape in 1922. Fruit as large as Concord, being three-fourths inch in diam­eter; color, black with bloom. The quality is between the fancy quality of Merrimac, its seed parent, and the sprightly wild flavor of Beta, the pollen parent. Seeds separate easily from the pulp. This will probably be very popular. The flavor is really very goo�. 
Napka Grape. - Pedigree: Salem x Beta. A strong grower and very heavy bearer; fruit olack, small about Beta size ; good flavor ; bunches compact. 
Nompah Grape. - Pedigree: Lindley x S. D. wild. A large, black grape ; good flavor; size eleven-sixteenths inch in diametel'. 
Oglala Grape. - Pedigree: Merrimac x Beta. Vine productive, fruit large, five-eighths inch in diameter. Fruit black, of good flavor; seeds separate very readily from the flesh. 
Onaka Grape. - Pedigree: Beta x Salem. A fine productive,  large, sweet, white grape, turning to pink as it ripens. Berry about nine-sixteenth inch in diameter. Seeds separate easily. 
Osbu Grape. - Pedigree: Beta x Agawam. Fruit black, a trifle larger than Beta and of Agawam flavor. 
Pontigo Grape. - Pedigree: Lady x N. D. wild. Fruit very large, five-eighths inch in diameter ; color, white turning to light red with white bloom; seeds separate readily from the sweet flesh. 
Ree Grape.-Lady x N. D. wild. A very heavy bearer ; fruit of large size, three-fourths inch in diameter; green with white bloom. Se�ds come out easily. Season late. 
Santee Grape.-Pedigree: Merrimac x Beta: Vine a very heavy bearer of large black grapes borne in large bunches. The largest of all the seedlings in 1922, the berry being three-fourths inch in diameter, nearly Concord size. The fruit is meaty, rather sour 'but of good clear flavor; seeds separate easily from the pulp. 
Shakoka G:r,ape. - Pedigree: Lady x N. D. wild. Fruit verv large, round, nearly black, nearly Concord size. Good quality. Seeds separate readily from the pulp. Vine, a very strong grower and very heavy bearer. 
Siposka Grape. - Pedigree: Lady x N. D. wild. Large, black grape ; five-eighths inch in diameter. 
Sonona Grape . ....:.... Pedigree: Lady x N. D. wild. A verv heavy bearer of large white grapes with light pink ting-e turning to light red with white bloom as they ripen. Berries five-eighths inch in diameter ; seeds separate readily from the pulp,. Flavor, sweet with a trace of the wild grape, but sweet and good when ripe 
Tahama Grape. - Pedigree: Lady x N. D. wild. Fruit, large, black, sweet. Seeds part readily. Vine, a strong grower and heavy bearer. Berries nine-sixteenths inch in diameter. 
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Teopa Grape. - Pedigree : Lindley x S. D. wild. A fancy sweet, 
good grape; . golden green with white bloom; eleven-sixteenths inch in 
diameter. 
Toscha Grape. - Pedigree : Lady x N. D. wild. Fruit large, 
white, five-eighths inch in diameter. Flesh sweet, somewhat firm and 
meaty. Bunch compact; seeds separate easily. 
Wachepa Grape. - Pedigree : Lady Washington x Beta. A large 
creamy white grape, good flavcr; seeds separate easily. 
Wakpala Grape. - Pedigree : Merrimac x Beta. 
large, black, good flavor. Bunch long. 
Fruit very 
Wecota Grape.-Pedigree:  Lady Washington x Beta. Sweet, meaty, 
yellow with bloom. Bunch small, compact; berry about nine-sxiteenfos 
inch in diameter. 
Wetonka Grape. - Beta x Salem. Large, black grape; strong 
grower, heavy cropper. Fruit five-eighths inch in diameter, flavor rath­
er wild; seeds separate easily from flesh. 
Yasota Grape. - Pedigree : Merrimac x Beta. Fruit large, black, 
eleven-sixteenths inch in diameter; flavor wild; compact bunch. 
Sungari Grape. - Introduced 1926. This is Vitis amurensis Rupr., 
a wild grape found in great p,rofusion in the mountains, beg1t1-
ning a few miles east of Harbin, North China, on the Siberian railway 
and extending east to the Pacific Ocean. The wild-flavored berries are 
somewhat larger than our wild grapes. Some of the berries are five­
eighths inch in diameter; color: purple black. In autumn the foliage be­
comes very ornamental with purple and red tints, so that this grape 
should be well adapted for arbors. These plants are one-year seedlings 
grown from seed collected by N. E. Hansen a few miles east of Harbin, 
North China, in 1924. Harbin is located on the Sungari River, the chief 
river of this region. 
Progress With Hardy Red Raspberries 
The raspberries from eastern and southern states are not hardy 
enough for the northwestern prairies. Many years ago the work of 
growing thousands of seedlings of the red raspberry of South Dakota, 
North Dakota, Minnesota, Manitoba and Saskatchewan, was begun. It  
is  still going on, although greatly hampered in recent years for lack of 
land. With ten acres now availab1e for next spring we hope to do m_ore 
in this line in the future. By hybridizing with the standard cultivated 
varieties of raspberry a number of promising seedlings have appeared. 
The Sunbeam was the best in the · first seven thousand seedlings, and 
the Ohta the best in the next six thousand. Both have become promi:. 
nent over a large area. The object of this work is to develop red rasp:. 
berries that will be hardy without winter protection. In -1923, six 
varieties more were offered with the same idea in mind. Therefore, 
they are not intended to compete with the larger fruited varieties that 
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need to be protected by laying down the canes and covering with earth over winter. It may be that our future ideal hardy red raspberry will be derived exclusively from the pure native wild raspberry of the North­west, but my experience with many thousands of seedlings indicates that this will be a slow process. Meanwhile, these varieties will be use­ful. 
Catalog of Red Raspberries 
Fewthorn Raspberry. - Introduced 1922. A hybrid of the Minne­tonka Ironclad red raspberry with the pollen of a wild l'ed raspberry frcm the Black Hills near Rapid City, South Dakota. Canes almost thornless, except for a few weak bristles near the ground. Fruit of good size, five-eighths to three-fourths inch in diameter. Color is dark red. The main point about this variety is that the berries keep well. They are firm and shrivel rather than rot. 
Moonbeam Raspberry : - Introduced 1922. A hybrid of the wild red raspberry from Cavalier, North Dakota, with pollen of one of our hybrids of the wild red raspberry from the Black Hills at Rapid City, South Dakota, with pollen of Shaffer, a purple cane raspberry from New York. This plant has a few thorns, although not as many as some of the other seedlings. Berries large, late and firm. Plant dwarf in habit but stocky. 
Ohta Raspberry. - Introduced 1912. Ohta is the Sioux Indian for "much" or "many". This was first noted in 1906 in our plantation of 6,000 hybrid seedling raspberries. The female parent, a wild red raspb-erry from Cavalier county in northeastern North Dakota. The male parent is the Minnetonka Ironclad, a red raspberry originated by F. J� Empenger, :Maple Plain, Minn., who writes under date of June 25, 
1907 : "The origin of the Minnetonka Ironclad is that Turner, Cuthbert and wild raspberries were planted together and when in full bloom I used a branch of the wild on Turner and Cuthbert ; and then I used the Turner on the wild and Cuthbert and then the Cuthbert on Turner and wild. I used seed from all three and mixed it. From this seed I pro­duced the Minnetonka Ironclad. This was about 1890." The Ohta raspberry is hardy and very productive. Fruit a beauti­ful red, fairly firm, of good quality. The canes have red-tinted leaves at the tips. As fruited here the Ohta appears sufficiently large for commercial purposes and the bright red color makes the fruit very at­tractive. The berries run about sixteen to the ounce, with only fair cul­tivation on open exposed upland prairie. The plants are hardy without winte1� protection. The Ohta is fifty per cent larger in fruit than Sun­beam and has found favor even far South into Missouri where lately it has been propagated as the "Flaming Giant" owing to the large size and bright color of the fruit. 
. Smooth Cane Raspberry. - Introduced 1922. A hybrid of the wild red raspberry from the Black Hills at Rapid City, South Da­kota, with pollen of the Minnetonka Ironclad red raspberry. Fruit round, three-fourths of an inch in diameter, quite firm. Plant strong and stocky ; second in its resistance to cane rust (anthrachnose). The cane is thornless, the leaf stalks are slightly bristly. 
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Spineless Raspberry. - Introduced 1922. A hybrid of the wild red raspberry from Cavalier, North Dakota, with pollen of Loudon red raspberry. Remarkable for its thornless canes. Fruit is about three-fourths of an inch in diameter of extra good flavor. The canes have a blue bloom with some red toward the tips. In our experiments in breeding raspberries free from cane rust (anthrachnose) , this is one of the most immune although not quite free. 
Star.light Raspberry.-lntroduced 1922. Of the same pedigree as Ohta, a hybrid of the wild red raspberry from Cavalier, North Dakota, with the pollen of Minnetonka Ironclad red raspberry. Canes with some thorns, but very little anthrachnose. One of our very larg­est fruited seedlings in 1920, averaging somewhat larger than Ohta, and equally bright in color. 
Sunbeam Raspberry. - Introduced 1906 as South Dakota No. 6. This appeared as a sunbeam when the outlook for hardy raspberries was dark. The first of our thousands of raspberry seedlings to be named. A hybrid of Shaff.er's Colossal with a wild red raspberry from Cavalier County, North Dakota, near the Manitoba line. Plant vigor­ous, productive, purple-caned, but sprouts freely ; foliage distinct ; fruit on style of Shaffer but smaller ; worthy of trial where rasp,berries win­ter-kill, as it has endured 41 degrees below zero without protection. This has found favor at Bismarck, North Dakota, and far north into Canada. As with other red raspberries the canes should be kept in narrow hedge rows about one foot wide, and good cultivation should be given between the rows. The Ohta and Sunbeam if taken up as one­year-old canes in early spring and reset carefully will bear fruit for a long time the same season. 
Twilight Raspberry.-lntroduced 1922. Grown from select mixed fruit from our large seedling plantation of the wild raspberry of South Dakota, North Dakota, Northern Minnesota, Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and their hybrids with standard cultivated varieties. Nearly all these sE>ed1ings were discarded but this one was saved, owing to the strong ,cane. The fruit averages larger than the King as fruited here ; color, a /good light red ; quality good. - . 
/ 
,I Progress With Gooseberries 
The largest gooseberries in the world are those grown in western Europe. These all winter-kill in the prairie Northwest. A few years ago some of these giant gooseberries were imported from Europe and were kept alive long enough to hybridize them with the wild Sioux Val­ley gooseberry (Ribes gracile) , frqm Lake Oakwood and Gary, South Dakota. This work was done in the Fruit-breeding Greenhouse at South Dakota State College. The European gooseberries did not live long even with special care, but long enough to make a cross. In the sp,ring of 1924, the Sunset Gooseberry was offered for the first time as the first result of this work. Ten other varieties were introduced in 1925 ; these names are taken from the Sioux Indian language, and are not difficult to pronounce if the accent is given on the penult (next to the last) syllable. 
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Sunset Gooseberry. - Introduced 1924. A cross of the giant gooseberries of western Europe with the wild South Dakota gooseberry. The pollen parent is a fifth generation seedling of the wild Sioux Valley gooseberry from Lake Oakwood and Gary, South Dakota. The fruit is seven-eighths by three-fourths inches in diameter and the bush is very fruitful. The name is given in allusion to the fine red color of the fruit. 
Kabu Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. Bush of strong growth and heavy producer of large red fruit. The original plant bore foul" pounds, seven ounces in 1923 in a crowded plantation. 
Kaduza Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. Round, oval, seven-eights x five-eighths inch in diameter; dark red, excellent table quality. Very productive ; largest in 1922. 
Kana Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. Bush of strong growth and very productive. Fruit large, dark red. 
Kanega Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. Bush of vigorous growth, very productive. Fruit green, with transparent skin ; size thir­teen-sixteenths x eleven-sixteenths inch in diameter. The original plant bore four pounds, four ounces of fruit in 1923 in crowded plantation. 
Kapoza Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. Very productive. Fruit large, fine dark red, oval ; seven-eighths x five-eighths inch in di­ameter, and runs about eight to the ounce . . 
Kataga Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. Berry large, light red, smooth; thirteen-sixteenths , x three-fourths inch in diameter. Bush strong, upright growth, productive. 
Kawanka Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. Fruit green witn transparent skin. Size large, thirteen-sixteenths x eleven-sixteenths inch in diameter. 1 Bush of upright habit, very productive. 
Kazonta Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. A large, fine, round. smooth red gooseberry, seven-eighths x three-fourths inch in diameter. Bush a good grower and productive. 
Keza Gooseberry. - Introduced 1925. A fine round, red goose'" / berry; three-fourths inch in diameter. Bush strong, upright, productive. 
Kopa Gooseberry.-lntroduced 1925. Bush very productive. Fruit large, green ; size, three-fourths x five-eighths inch in diameter. 
Wild South Dakota Gooseberries.-Introduced 1921. The nativ� gooseberry of the Sioux Valley • of South Dakota (Ribes gracile) has been carried through seven plant generations. The original stock was from Lake Oakwood, about 18 miles northwest of Brookjngs, and from Gary. The eighth generation is now coming on. Many thousands of seedlings have been discarded. These are pure native seedlings ; bushes very vigorous and productive ; thorny; fruit large, up to or even exceed­ing an half-inch in diameter, black, smooth; makes an excellent red sauce. 
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Progress With Wild Black Currants 
The wild black currant (Ribes floridum) is abundant throughout the state. Many thousand seedlings of this species have been grown through several plant generations. But in 1923 there was a decided break and a number of plants appeared with fruit of remarkable size and so produc� tive that they appear worthy of propagation and introduction, although the ideal berry in quality has not yet arrived. 
The wild black currant is a good ornamental shrub with large yel-­lowish white flowers in drooping racemes and smooth black fruit. 
One advantage of the wild black currant as a low shrub is that they endure more partial shade than many other shrubs. In European gardens this American species is considered worthy of a place in the ornamental shrub collection and it should receive equal consideration here at home. The foliage turns to a handsome brown red color in the fall. 
Tonah. Currant. - Introduced 1925. Large plant, bearing heav�, crop of fruit, weight of ten berries, twelv� grams ;  total weight, 335.7 gram::. 
Atta Currant.-Introduced 1925. Plant large, round, nine-sixteenths inch in diameter. Weight of ten berries, 13.2 grams ; weight of total crop, 286. 7 grams. 
Mato Currant. - Introduced 1925. Large plant, heavy cropper. Fruit large, berries nine-sixteenths inch or a trifle more in diameter. W eiglit of 10 berries, 12.6 grams. 
Wanka Currant. - Introduced 1925. A very large plant bear­ing good crop of medium size fruit which is red instead of black. Weight of ten berries, 9.3 grams. An interesting variation in color of fruit. 
Siberian Black Currant. - Introduced 1910. Collected in the Tomsk province of Siberia in 1897. Fruit of good size and plant perfectly hardy when several varieties of Black Currant from England and Germany ; winter-killed. The ordinary black currant is a native ()f western EuP!pe where the fruit is highly prized for jelly and jams. B,1t it does not' do well in the prairie Northwest. This Siberian black cur­r-antt mty/be hardy far north into Northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan, Canada. However, since the coming of the White Pine blister rust, which the European Black Currant harbors, this species is outlawed wherever White Pine and other five-leaved pines are grown. 
Progress With Strawberries 
In the prairie Northwest, it: happens sometimes that standard vari­eties of strawberries winter-kill under the mulch. Fully 10,000 straw­berry seedlings· have been grown at this Station in the effort to obtain h::i.rdy varieties of commercial size and plants perfectly hardy without winter protection. In South Dakota Bulletin No. 103, June, 1907, "Breed­ing Hardy Strawberries," this work is described in detail. The later work has not been published. Comparatively little has been done since 
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that time as work with other fruits and shortage of land prevented any large extension of this work. Only two varieties have been distributed from tliis work, South Dakota No. 1 and No. 2. The 1911 list reports : "Both Nos. 1 and 2 have the habit from their wild parent of setting too many plants, but they are extremely hardy. Fruit one 1nch in diameter when plants are not allowed to get too thick. It is prooably best to fruit ti}� beds only one year." 
South Dakota No. 1 Strawberry.-Introduced 1907. From the 1907 list : ''A new strawberry of good size and quality that apparently needs no winter mulching, as it has endured 40 degrees below zero unmulch"°ed and with no snow on the ground." A hybrid of the Jessie fertilized with pollen of a wild strawberry from Manitoba. Blossoms perfect, so that plants will bear alone. Last fall we plowed under over three acres of seedling strawberries of half wild, half tame ancestry, the best out of over 8,000 seedlings. The best few have been reserved for further field trial. South Dakota No. 1 is our first approach towards the ideal "Farmer's Strawberry" for regions where the standard varieties suffer from the cold winters. 
From South Dakota Bulletin No. 103 : "South Dakota No. 1 is a seedling of the Jessie fertilized with pollen of a wild strawberry from Manitoba. As fruited at this Station the berry is roundish conical, about an inch in diameter, of excellent quality ; the leaves are large and glossy and nearly free from rust ; the plants are good plant-makers with strong fruit stalks ; the flowers are large with many stamens. In size it will not compete with many standard market varieties, but it may serve a useful purpose until we get something better. "This variety now is generally known as Dakota and is grown to some extent for home use, espr,cially far north into Manitoba and Sas­katchewan." 
South Dakota No. 2 Strawberry.-Introduced 1907. From South Da ­kota Bulletin No. 103 : "South Dakota No. 2 is a seedling of Glen Mary fertilized with pollen of a wild strawberry from Cavalier county, North Dakota, near the Manitoba line. The flower is p�yfect with very sb:�9pg r stamens, a strong grower and plant-maker with iightish-colore glossy fo
. 
liage, stiff fruit stalks, plant productive. The light�'-,h-colored leaf shows the influence of the wild parent. The fruit is con . I, about an I inch in diameter, rather acid, season very late. In 1905 t · s and No. 
108 were in bloom where the other varieties were mostly past IHouming." 
Progress With Vegetables 
W�termelon, South Dakota No. 1.-Introdured 19UZ. In 1897, while searching in Russia for new seeds and plants for Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture, the writer secured seed of 287 varieties of muskmelons and watermelons. The result of the trials at Brookings is given in South Dakota Bulletin No. 67 as follows : Of watermelons, in 
1898, 35 American and 63 imported varieties were tested ; and in 1899, 100 American and 59 imported varieties were tested. Both years No. 
23, U. S. Department of Agriculture, proved to be the earliest and of excellent quality. The melons, although extremely early, were not quite uniform at first, so in 1900 and 1901 the endeavor has been made to fix the type for introduction as South Dakota No. 1 .  
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Watermelons are so easily changed by selection that the new vari­eties are often used as a bas fa for new selections. Lack of land has prevented further work with this variety, but it appears to be one of the many early Russian varieties which are distinguished by extra earliness and round form and small size, of value for the northern limits of watermelon culture. 
,vatermelon, Hansen's Siberian No. 1.-Introduced 1916. Smooth, round dark green, very early watermelon with red sweet flesh. Fro1n near Semipalatinsk, Siberia. 
Watermelon, Hansen's Siberian No. 2.-Introduced 1916. A fine watermelon from the dry steppe region forty miles southwest of Semi­palatinsk, Siberia. 
,vatermelon, Hansen's Siberian No. 3.-Introduced 1918. A smooth, round, dark green, very early watermelon with sweet, red flesh. I found this in cultivation in the dry steppe region of Semipalatinsk, Siberia, in 
1913. Seed grown at this station 1917. To get a sure stand from a few seeds, plant one seed each in a pot and transplant with a ball of earth. 
Muskmelon, Hansen's Siberian No. 1.-Introduced 1916. A large yellow smooth muskmelon with white swee!; flesh, quality very good. Found in cultivation in the driest steppes near Semipalatinsk, Siberia. These melons from Semipalatinsk, Siberia are extra early, since they ripened in that northern region of early frosts. 
Muskmelon, Hansen's Siberian No. 2.-Introduced 1916. Found in cultivation near Semipalatinsk, Siberia. This may prove to be identical with No. 1. More roundish in form. 
Muskmelon, Hansen's Siberian No. 3.-Introduced 1917. Seed ob­tained on my 1913 trip t,o the Sernipalatinsk Province, Siberia. The skin yellow, flesh white. A specimen weighing eleven pounds was shown at the South Dak�ta State Fair at Huron, September, 1916. This melon is very early ay, \ productive. As ksted on sandy soil in Siberia the quality was delicious:/ Here on the heavy black soil the quality varies, some be· ing gooq, others not so good. The quality of a muskmelon depend� somewhat on the soil. Those who do not like the flavor should try som� sliced and fried in butter. 
Manchurian Muskmelon.-Introduced 1926. In my 1924 search for pears along the Siberian railway in North China, I secured many small samples of Chinese Muskmelons and other vegetables. In the hands of melon-breeders the muskmelons might be of value from the plant­breeding standpoint as a starting point for new varieties. 
Malakoff Sweet Corn.-The first seed of this variety was obtained in Russia in 1897. Some of this seed was grown at this Station and seed was wiaely introduced. It was noted as the sweetest of all the early sweet corns. The Malakoff has been much modified by cultivation and is still offered by seedsmen. It has been used in the development of new varieties. 
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Hansen's Turkestan Radish.-lntroduced 1914. Much like a flat turnip in size and form, but with red skin an<l of remarkably mild flavor. In 1913 I found this as something new, having been brought to Semi�l­atinsk by the natives of the dry interior of Turkestan about four years previous. A favorite table vegetable when peeled and eaten with butter. A correspondent at Arcola, Manitoba, writes : "The radishes were ex­cellent, of fine flavor. I used six of them at different times and found them to be the, best radish fo.e this climate I have found." This variety attains very large size and appears to be an all-season radish and is now in course of further selection by SH:dsmen. 
Progress With Ornamental Trees 
May Day Tree.-From the 1922 list. May Day Tree was the name given by Professor J. L. Budd to trees of Prunus Padus commutata orig­inally received from the lmp·�rial Botanical Gardens of Russia as a mix­. ture in an importation of Prunus maackii. Prunus Padus commutata 1s quite distinct from Prunus maackii. The May Day Tree is a bird cherry from eastern Siberia worthy of a place on every lawn in the prairie Northwest. It is remarkable for being the first tree to come into fuil leaf here on the College grounds. The large green leaves and wealth of white blossoms early in the spring make the tree decidedly ornamental. In fruit the tree is no special improvement over our own native choke­cherry, but is decidedly superior in habit' because it does not send up sprouts or suckers. I am using these seedlings as a budding stock for the Boughen Manitoba Chokecherry and the Spearfish Yellow Choke­cherry because of its vigorous growth and freedom from suckers. These seedllngs are all descended from the stock imported from Russia by Pro­fessor J. L. Budd, at that time Head of the Department of Horticulture of Iowa State College, Amea. 
Roughen Sweet Chokecherry.-From the 1923 list: W. J. Boughen, Valley River, Manitoba, found a tree of the native chokecherry on his farm, with fruit so much milder in flavor than usual that it may be fairly called a sweet or chokeless chokecherry. Offered for the first time. Mr. Boughen has the first right to name this fruit so we will a ,yait develop-ments. .,,--,, 
./ 
Spearfish Yellow Chokecherry.-lntroduced 1924. A yellow-fruited wild chokecherry from Spearfish, South Dakota. An interesting nov­elty. Of value mainly from the ornamental standpoint but the fruit has some culinary value. The main objection to our native chokecherry ui tliat the trees send up so many suckers or sprouts from the roots. One­year buds on May Day Tree stock were distributed. 
Lake Baikal Siberian Bird Cherry.-lntroduced 1912. This is Prunns Padus as found wild in the Lake Baikal region of Eastern Siberia. A11 interesting ornamental tree with large leaves ; the fruit is used very ex­tensively by the peas�nts for culinary purposes, but is not much of an improvement on our western choke cherry, although less astringent. A few three-year-old seedling trees, once transplanted, grown from fruit, were sent �µt in 1912. 
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Walnut.-Introduced 1926. The local Harbin form of the MancH rian Walnut, Juglans Mandshurica, Maxim. The nuts are larger than t se 'illustrated in Bailr:y's Encyclopedia of Horticulture under this species. Grown from native seed obtained at Harbin, China, in 1924 by N. E. Ha sen. 
New Ulm Black Walnut.-From the 1916 list: "The farthest north­western limit of the native black walnut is probably near New Ulm, Minnesota. This lot of trees began to bear at seven years from . the seed." Two-year-old trees of the second generation were distributed. From the 1924 list : "N o!'tbern planters should plant this northern form of the Black Walnut, one of our most valuable trees." 
Sorbus aucuparia edulis.-From the 1910 list : Edible Russiau Mountain Ash. While in Russia in 1906 I secured 100 trees of a moun­tain ash (Sorbus edulis) said to bear large edible fruit, used in Russia for culinary purposes. Some of these fruited true to name the past season so it is very probable that they are all true to name. The fruit is much larger than that of the common mountain ash, but must need some special cooking to make it acceptable, although it has much less bitterness than that of the common mountain ash. Certainly an inter­esting tree and valuable at least for ornament. From the 1917 list : The fruit is sour rather than bitter. 
Tartarian Maple.-From the 1923 list. Acer tataricum. Really a good dwarf round-topped Maple tree that has proven hardy many years at this station. A desirable lawn tree. 
Niobe Weeping Willow.-This graceful yellow-barked weeping willo is Salix alba vitellina pendula nova, which was imported from Europe over twenty years ago. The Niobe Weeping Willow has become very popular in many states. It ;s hardier on upland where it makes a fair growth than on low rich land where the growth is excessive. In "Stand­ardized Plant Names," 1923, Niobe Weeping Willow is listed as being a hybrid (alba x fragilis) . The name Niobe was given by N. E. Hansen in the introduction circular sent out by this Department. 
Russian Silver-Leaved Willow.-Introduced 1921. Brought some years ago from Russia. A silver-leaved willow under the name Salix regalis. The botanical status of this tree, according to Bailey, appears to be Salix alba, var. splendens or Salix alba, var. argentea, hence a form of the white willow. These trees have made a strong growth, are perfectly hardy, and are noteworthy for the silvery foliage. A rich sil­ver satin on both sides. In "Standardized Plant Names,'' 1923, this is given tlie name Royal Willow, but it is not certain that this is the Russian form. 
Siberian Basket Willow.-Introduced 1921. In the fall of 1913 in the dry steppes region of Semipalatinsk, Siberia, I walked along a small creek which had almost dried up. Stumbling, I seized hold of a willow and found that the branches ;:;imply would not break. So I brought home a few cuttings. You m�y ti.e bcw knots in these pliable shoots, but it appears practically impossible to break them. They ought to be good as a tie willow for nursery work or for basketry. 
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Ural Willow.-Introduced 1906. An ornamental purple-hr chPd basket willow ( Salix Uralensis) from the Ural Mountains, Silleria Use­ful for basket work, and for a very low dense snow-catcher. so for tying nursery stock, for wnich it is excellent, especially for smal� undlcs. It makes a dense dwarf hedge eight or ten feet in height of rat habit without pruning, or can be kept at any desired height by pruning ; it now appears very promising as an ornamental hedge for the Jfawn. Some nurseries in Minnesota and elsewhere are now propagatig this willow under the name Siberian Hedgewood. 
Salix viminalis Regelis.-From South Dakota Bulletin No. 72 : Im­ported from Russia in 1897 for the United States Department of Agri­culture. A hardy, strong-growing willow noteworthy for its bright yel­low bark in winter. Cuttings were sent out soon after importation. 
Progress With Hardy Roses 
The severe losses experienced from winter-killing of most standard roses indicate tliat the prairie Northwest needs hardier varieties. Dur­ing many years I have labored with the roses of North America, Eurone and Asia, hoping to originate double fragrant roses that will be hardv without winter l)rotection and will bloom all summer. Of the thousands of seedlings, only two have been named previous to 1927. These two are Tetonkalia, introduced in 191 2, now becoming very popular at the far North. and Te,:rala. introduced in 1926. The difficulty of pronaga­tion and the rush of otlier work has prevented an earlier introduction of the new roses offered in 1927. These plants are all on own roots. On the difficult question of rose stocks for budding and grafting, I hope to have something new soon to report. In the long run, however, it may 6e best with these hardy roses to nlant them far enough apart so they will i:mrout freely and thui:; keep them on their own roots. Then there will be no difficulty which so many people experience when they neglect the wild shoots coming from oelow the bud. After two or three years the wild sprouts have c11oked out the budded nortivn. The aues­tion of hardy rose stocks is also under investigation as the Federal Horticultural Board ha� g-iwm notice that the importation of ro�e_ sto<'Cs will soon be discontinued. A hardy ro"le �tock thi:tt will be more suitable for budding than those now in use, is greatly needed. 
Amdo Rose.-Introducerl 1 927. Pedigree: Tetonkaha x La Melusine. A heavy bloomer throug-h July and into August. The pink flowers an­near seven to ten in a cluster; about 16 petals and 8 petaloids. Its late blooming makes it of interes-:. 
Ekta Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree: Rosa gallica gr::mdiflora x American Beauty. Of tall uorhrht habit : verv hardy and vigorous. Flowers, single, 'Pink: blooming freelv throug-hout June and a few days in July. Since tlie flowers are sing-le, this nlant may not be a hybrid. However, . the flowers are pink, while the flowers of the Rosa g-a11ica narent are dark crimson. Also. it blooms earlier than Rosa ga11ica. This plant sprouts freely. May be useful for screens, hedges, or as an ornamental shrub. Rosa gallica is a native of central Europe extending 
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o the Caucausus Mountains, has been cultivated "from time im­mem rial", and is regarded as one of the parents of the Hybrid Perpet­uals. In the Island of Bourbon, France, it is customary to make hedges and pa · sades with the Bengal rose and Rosa gallica. 
Kitana Rose.-Introduced 1 927. Pedigree : Tetonkaha x Rose Apples, a Rugosa hybrid from England. A vigorous, hardy, f:emi-double pink rose, blooming very freely in June and into July. Flowers, 3 inches in diameter; intense fragrance ;  petals, about 36 ; petaloids, 25. ·Red fruit sets freely. Flowers are somewhat globular with little pollen; deep lav­ender pink. 
Koza Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree : Seed parent, our seedling of Rosa rugosa, Siberian form x La France ; pollen parent, La Melusine, a rugosa hybrid. Vigorous plant, over 7 feet in height; a profuse bloom­er. Flowers semi-double ; deep pink; blooms freely through July and into August. 
Mirdsa Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree : Rosa rugosa, Siberian form x Prince Camille de Rohan, a well known Hybrid Perpetual, one of the darkest red of all roses. Miriisa is not very double, having only about 17 petals and petaloids. Color, very deep crimson, rich fragrance ; a free bloomer. 
Mrs. Mina Lindell Rose.-Introduced 1927. A beautiful dwarf semi­double, light pink, wild rose found by Mrs. Mina Lindell in Butte, County, South Dakota. Mrs. Lindell, under date of March 4, 1924, wrote : "These roses grow on the west side of a hill, and have noticed that there was a clump of single roses and then a clump of double ones near them. The roses grow about a mile from the Butte called Castle Rock in Butte County." Mrs Lindell died in February, 1925. This rose is named in her memory by the surviving family. To find a double wild rose on the prairies of South Dti'kota is indeed noteworthy. The plant sprouts freely so it will n� ..,..,necessary to bud, graft, or grow from cuttings. 
Okaf{Ros�.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree : Rosa gallica grandiflora x ·Tet<n'Ikaha. A very fine semi-double rose� Flowers, deep, pink; low bush ; blooming very freely in June and first half of July. 
I�� ��"'-�'.!� �o 11 · · \i:'�• ' "· !�i i , 7 • · V j \ • l i - •, , !  ' H • - ;  i :"'[]Flf-4.��i?,ey� - Rosa Rug�s�� Sib�rian Form.-From the 1907 list : Single �:i'iberian Rose. A beautiful shrub with large, bright crimson, fragrant single flowers ; dark green shining, rugosa (wrinkled) leaves ; and large bright red fruits. Valuable for clumps on the lawn, or in front of larger shrubs. The present stock is grown from seed of plants secured in Russia in 1897-8, and is originally from the importation of St. Petersburg Botanic Gar­dens from Siberia. This Siberian form of Rosa rugosa is superior in every respect to the Japanese form of the species. From the 1919 list : "Rosa rugosa, Siberian form. The well known beautiful hardy rose with dark crimson single flowers up to four inches in diameter. An attractive ornamental in autumn and early winter, with large bright red fruits, which are used, with seeds removed, for food in its native home." 
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Dr. M. T. Masters, an eminent botanist, writes� "The Rosa r .  gosa is one of the few roses with esculent fruit, and the best of them a ." This Siberian form of Rosa rugosa was used in producing m ny of the new roses in this list. 
Semi Rose.-Introduced 1 927. A tall growing upright sh ub, fully eight feet in height, with hooked pric.kles in pairs. Flowers, small, white, blooming all summer, followed by bright red fruits. This is Rosa laxa, Retz., grown from seed collected in 1913 on the dry steppes of Semi­palatinsk, Siberia. The plant may prove useful as a budding stock for other roses or for hedges and screens. An occasional bush has light pink flowers. This interesting wild rose has been described under many synonyms. The present name is given it to distinguis}:l it from other importations. Native of the Altai region. It should not be con­fused with Rosa laxa, Lindl., which is a variety of Rosa blanda, Ait. The name, Semi, is an abbreviation of Semipalatinsk, where the seed was collected by N. E. Hansen in 1913. 
Sioux Beauty Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree: Tetonkaha x American Beauty. A real triumph in rose-breeding. Delightful frag­rance ; p.Jant hardy ; very pro_fuse late bloomer; blooms through July and into August. Flowers bright rose deepening into fine dark crimson in the center petals ; very double, with nearly or quite 100 petals and pet­aloids. 
Tegala Rose.-Iniroduced 1926. This attractive deep pink rose blossoms very freely in June, and is semi-double much like the Teton­kuha Rose, but more dwarf in habit. The plants sent out are all sprouts from one original plant. Growth up to about four feet in height with­out pruning. Pedigree: Tetonkaha x Rosa gallica grandiflora pollen. The name Tegala is made up from these two names. The accent is on the second syllable. 
Teton Beauty Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree: Tetonkaha x American Beauty. A sister variety to Sioux Beauty. \Flo_wers, bright . crimson, somewhat cup-shaped. Resembles American Beautr. A heavy bloomer; blooms all season through July and August, with 65 or more petals and petaloids. Delightful fragrance; color ranging frefil../fich deep pink to crimson ; foliage of a modified rugosa. 
Tetonkaha Rose.-Introduced 1912. Tetonkaha is the west lake of the chain of lakes known as Lake Oakwood, about eighteen miles north­west of this station. Tetonkaha was an Indian maiden who lost her life many years ago in this vicinity as the penalty for saving her white lover and his people from an Indian massacre. The Tetonkaha Rose is a seed­ling of the wild prairie rose from the banks of this lake, crossed with pollen of a hybrid of the Siberian Rosa rugosa, so that it is a combina­tion of at least three species. In the 100 seedlings obtained from this cross, 74 are double and 26 single. All identical in color, a deep pink, and all fragrant. These plants formed many root sp;routs. The blossoms on the 74 double-flowered plants are practically identical and the stock distributed consisted of sprouts from the original seedlings. The flow­ers are fully three inches in diameter ; the bush is perfectly hardy, flow­ering abundantly in June ; about 18 to 25 petals, deep, rich pink ; very 
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fragrant; appears desirable for dwarf hedges or as an ornamental shrub. The habit is more upright and the flowers are less concealed by the fol­iage than in the pure Rosa rugosa. From the 1918 list :  Tetonkaha rose proves absolutely hardy and very desirable in many places. It is a very free bloomer. Plants of strong growth and as they sp,rout freely it should not be necessary to propagate on tender commercial stocks or from cuttmgs. 
Yanka Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree, : Tetonkaha x Le Melu­sine, a rugosa hybrid. Plant, three to four feet; flowers, semi-double, pink, blooming in clusters ; blooming freely through July and into Au­gust. 
Yatkan Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree : Somewhat uncertain but very likely Gruss an Teplitz x La Melusine. .Flowers semi-double, two and one-half inches across ; color, pure pink; blooms through July. 
Yuhla Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree : Wild rose from Lake Oak­wood. South Dakota x General J acqueminot. Flowers semi-double, crimson, blooming through July and August; leaves of rugosa type. About 20 petals and 26 petaloids. 
Zani Rose.-Introduced 1927. Pedigree : Seed parent, Rosa rugosa, Siberian form x Anna de Diesbach; pollen parent, Tetonkaha. Of this pedigree we have a number of hardy, strong growing seedlings, six to eight feet in height, blooming very freely from June until the middle of July. Flowers, semi-double ; color, a fine dark crimson with a white streak through the center p,etals. This is a very marked characteristic. 
Zika Rose.-lntroduced 1927. Pedigree : Seed parent, Rosa rugosa, Siberian form x Anna de Diesb:::.ci� ; pollen parent, Tetonkaha. Flowers, semi-double ; color, fine shell pink; fragrant. 
Roses for Mass Planting in Parks.-From the 1922 list. In the work of crossing the wi J/roses of Siberia and the prairie Northwest with the choicest cultiv ed varieties thousands of seedlings have been grown from which J ave selected the best with double or semi-double flowers -� _______.....---f_f\l".--further work. The remainder are strong bushes, nearly all from three' -w six feet in height, with fragrant single red or pink flowers. They will be valuable for mass planting in parks. 
Progress With Ornamental Shrubs 
Siberian Almond.-Introduced 1916. Amygdalus nana L. A beautiful lawn shrub destined to great popularity. All visitors to the college grounds in early spring are attracted by the remarkable color display of this beautiful shrub, which should be planted in every garden in the Northwest and far north into Canada. A dwarf ornamental with abun­dant, bright rose pink flowers, the very first of all shrubs to bloom in the spring. Splendid to plant in front of other shrubs on the lawn. Brought from the dry steppes of the Semipalatinsk region of Siberia, where the temperature ranges from 50 degrees below zero in winter to 106 degrees above in summer, and only eight inches of total annual rain­fall, including snow. 
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Siberian Buckthorn.-From the 1922 list. Brought in 1913 from the dry steppe Semipalatinsk region of Siberia. The plant is hardier than the common Buckthorn; the foliage is of a -brighter green and appears earlier. The Siberian Buckthorn will, I believe, supersede the common Buckthorn as soon as it can be propagated in quantity. The glowfog green foliage and neat habit makes this a very attractive ornamental shrub for the lawn, either for hedges or as single specimens. Flowers, small, white ; berries, black. Botanical name undetermined. 
Caragana.-Caragana arborescens, also called the Siberian Pea Tree, is the best plant for hedges, low windbreaks and snow-catchers for the entire prairie Northwest, extending far north into Canada. It is also one of the best ornamentals for the lawn . In 1897, as Agricultural Ex­plorer for the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., I imported about 350 pounds of Caragana seed from Russia. This was not tlie first importation but perhaps the largest ever made. At any rate this seed served a good purpose in introducing the plant very extensively. 
Norman :M. Ross, Chief of the Government Tree Station at Indian Head, Saskatchewan, writes under date of April 6, 1922, as follows : "Without doubt the Caragana arbor.escens is one of the most generally useful plants for hedge purposes and low windbreaks that can be used on the prairies. So far as I know this shrub was first introduced into Western Canada by the Mennonites who settled in Manitoba in the early eighties. It is hardy in every section of the prairie regions. There is nothing which can beat the Caragana for a hedge or low windbreak to protect vegetable gardens. It is particularly useful as a trimmed hedge and can be kept at any height from four feet up." 
Littleleaf Pea Shrub.-This is Caraga-."la microphylla, a shrub four to six feet in height, with small leaves and yellow flowers. The gray­ish green leaves are divfded into 12 to 18 leaflets and the yellow flowers make this a desirable ornamental shrub. It is a mrti'.7:e of Siberia and China. A few plants grown from imported plants were distributed some twenty years ago. In 1924 I gathered seed of this species on sandy soil - � near the station Manchuli on the Siberian Russo-Manchurian l:im.1-nctary----on the Siberian railway in Northwest Manchuria. 
Manitoba Hazelnut.-From the 1916 list : Ornamental as well as useful. ·The need is apparent of a nut-bearing shrub for the ·open prai­rie. We now have the wild native hazelnut of Manitoba in the third gen­eration under cultivation. These were the plants distributed. From the 1923 list : Visitors to the college grounds have been pleased with the heavy bearing of these hazel hedges. The plants vary greatly in size of fruit and in time will no doubt approximate that of the fil­berts of England and France. 
Nevis, Minnesota, Hazelnut.--From the 1922 list : Grown from wild hazelnuts picked near Nevis, northwestern Minnesota. These wild hazel­nuts are interesting wild ornamental plants and the fruit is worthy of consideration although not as large as the tame filbert. 
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Russian Artemisia.-The genus Artemisia contains about 150 dis­tinct species, mostly natives of the Northern Hemisphere. The genus includes the Sage Brush of the western plains of the United States. The common wormwood or Old Man is a native in South Europe and is a favorite in old English gardens and in West Europe for the sweet aromatic odor and finely divided leaves. A strong growing variety is the Russian Artemisia, six to eight feet, which was introduced many years ago. If kept trimmed closely it makes a neat appearance but not if left untrimmed. Brother Bernard Hinderhof er of the St. Francis Mission in the Rosebud Reservation at St. Francis, in southwestern South Dakota, writes (June 28, 1923):  "About 18 years ago I received through your kindness some Russian Artemisia, "Old Man". These have been thriving from the· beginning and I have given some to hundreds of families in the neig1iborhood." The ·Russian Artemisia may be Artemisia Abrotanum tobolskianum (Tobolskianum) mentioned in Nicholson's Dictionary of Gardening. This is a much more vigorous growing variety than the typical Old Man. 
Siberian Sandthorn.-From the 1908 list. This is Hippophae rham­noides as found native at Irkutsk, Siberia. The French form of the spe­cies winter-kills at St. Petersburg. As found native in Lapland and Si­beria, the orange yellow very acid fruit is used by the natives for cul­inary purposes, but here their use will most probably be wholly orna­mental. A hedge plant attaining height of twelve feet, closely related to our native Buffaloberry but with considerably larger fruit and with the same sprouting tendency if cultivated too closely. Siberian Buffaloberry might be a better name for this plant which sets fruit freely at this sta­tion every year in spite of heavy frosts when in bloom. Plants either male or female as in the Buffaloberry. Seed needs stratifying and freezing over winter and to be "'haded at first much like evergreen seed, hence is for the skilled nursc?ryman and not the amateur. 
Semipalatinsk B
}."
�neysuckle.-Note in the 1921 list: In 1913 on the dry steppes aj:,6Semipalatinsk; Siberia, I found a choice Bush Honey­suckle of tall gr6wth with yellow or red berries. This will be hardy far 
--------.....-�-�."_..,. Gooyor hedges, screens, or as single specimens. Honeysuckle Hedges.-From the 1923 list. From seed of our large imported collection of Honeysuckles, especially select varieties of the Tartarian Bush Honeysuckles. We have grown some nice stocky plants. They will vary somewhat in color of blossom and will be desirable for hedges, screens and si1:gle specimens on the lawn. Perfectly hardy far north. 
Progress With Perennials 
Siberian Larkspur.-From the 1907 list. (Delphinium grandiflorum Sibericum). A hardy perennial with beautiful intensely blue :flowers which appear in large numbers. This promises to be a decided acquisi­tion to Dakota flower gardens. Imported from-Russia. 
Blue Larkspur from Semipalatinsk, Siberia.-From the 1914 list. A hardy perennial, Delphinium sp. Height up to seven feet, with beautiful dark blue flowers. Seed collected by N. E. Hansen in 1913 from plants growing on the dry steppes at Semipalatinsk, Siberia. 
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Lathyrus tuberosus, Siberian Form. - Introduced 1914. Siberian Perennial Pea (Lathyrus tuberosus) , is a perennial climber native of Europe, west Asia and North Africa. In 1913 this was found growi;g wild in the Semipalatinsk region of Siberia. The flowers are rose pink. The tubers are somewhat cylindrical. The original stock has persisted in the perennial bed and taken up for individual transplanting in the fall of 1925 with a view to further introduction, also to separate it from the bright yellow flowered form that was mixed in with this original stock ,vhich also forms a tuber. Both these perennial peas with pink and yellow flowers are interesting climbers worthy of a place in the South Dakota flower garden. The genus, Lathyrus contains about one hundred species. The yellow flowered form may be Lathyrus pratensis mentioned in Nicholson's Dictionary of Gardening as being native of Europe. 
Lavatera Thuringiaca.-Introduced 1914. A tall growing perennial flower brought by N. E. Hansen in 1913 from the dry steppes of Semi­palatinsk, Siberia. Height, six to seven feet. Branching habit. Flowers, large, pink, somewhat like single Mallows or Hollyhock. F. L. Skinner at Dropmore in northwestern Manitoba reports this hardy and that it blooms all season. 
Some New Alfalfas 
The three main species of alfalfa are Medicago sativa, the common blue flower variety ; Medicago falcata, with yellow flowers ; Medicago media, with variegated flowers, hybrid of the yellow-flower Medicago falcata and the blue-flower Medicago sativa alfalfa, also called Sand Lucern. In the course of three trips to Siberia as Agricultural Explorer for the United States Department of Agriculture ( 1897-98, 1906, 1908-09) ,  I endeavorea to find the northern limit of aJJalfa in Asia, the native home of the standard blue-flowered alfalfa. Bot1 the yellow and blue­flowered alfalfa are cultivated in India. The norb-._ern limits of the blue-flowered alfalfa are between Taskhent, northern urkestan, and Semipalatinsk, Siberia. The yellow-flowered alfalfa exten s some 5,000 miles northeast of Taskhent to the Aldan Riyer, north of a winter temperature approximately -85 degrees Fahrenheit. I found that the northern limits of the blue-flowered alfalfa are between Taskhent, northern Turkestan, and Semipalatinsk, Siberia. The last place noted for the blue-flowered alfalfa was Kopal, south of Serg­iopol. Tfie trail of the blue-flowered alfalfa faded out under the snow at Kopal, south of Sergiopol. This I learned in 1897 in the course of an overland tour of 1300 miles by wagon ( tarantass) and 700 miles by sleigh from Taskhent, Turkestan, via Kuldja, Ili province, western China, to Omsk on the Siberian railway. I worked at this problem again in 1913 for the State of South Da­kota. On my 1924 tour, I learned that it extended to Vekoyansk, the north pole of cold, with a record of -91 degrees Fahrenheit. Verkoyansk at a rough estimate is 1,900 miles north and 3,700 miles east of Taskhent. My report, "The Wild Alfalfas B.nd Clovers of Siberia, with a Perspective View of the Alfalfas of the World", was published May 28, 1909, as Bulletin 150, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of 
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Agriculture. In 1906 I brought the Siberian form of Medicago falcata from Siberia to America for the first time. My estimate still holds that this Siberian alfalfa will extend the alfalfa belt on this continent to the Arctic Circle whenever that becomes necessary. Several varieties of the pure yellow-flowered alfalfa, Medicago falcata, have been distrib­uted. The strongest in growth is the one from Semipalatinsk (1908 and 1913). All these yellow-flowered varieties shell their seed through a long season, which is Nature's way of securing a stand in its native country with only eight inches total annual rainfall. To improve the seeding habit from the standpoint of raising seed, let the plants stand uncut and select seed from the plants that hold their seed the longest. Some will hold the seed until frost and later. This wo-rk is not yet completed. 
Transplanting Alfalfa.-My machine method of transplanting al­falfa was first noted in South Dakota Bulletin 141, January, 1913, and later in South Dakota Bulletin 159, April 1915, and Bulletin 167, June, 1916. It is a special method for the quick production of seed of new varieties but has never been recommended for field culture. It is in­teresting to note that, aside from small lots, the first large lot, one thousand pounds of Cossack alfalfa seed, was raised in 1913 by machine transplanting. By transplanting, one pound of seed is sufficient for twenty acres, instead of the old method 0of twenty pounds for one acre. When fully standardized and perfected, I believe it will be the means of reclaiming millions of acres of dry western uplands where present vari­etjes and methods have been found unequal to the task because the plants dry up before the roots get down to permanent moisture. 
Hybrid Alfalfas.-From South Dakota Bulletin 141, January, 1913 : In Asia and southern Europe wherever the common blue-flowered al­falfa and the yellow-flowered alfalfa grow near together, the pollen is carried from one to- the other by bees and other insects so that hybrid­ization takes p.1a[e freely. These hybrid alfalfas are sometimes called Sand Lucerpi. Their number h; legion and they consist of all sorts of -ixt.u.r.e�)n varying proportions of the yellow and blue alfalfas. From the 1911 list: "Medicago falcata ranges much further north in Asia while Medicago medh is a natural hybrid which occurs where the ranges of the yellow and blue-flowered alfalfas overlap. The cross­ing occurs freely where the two are grown together. These hybrid or mule alfalfas are distinguished by wonderful vigor of growth, and their quick recovery after cutting ; also the seed does not shatter prematurely. Medicago falcata ranges much further north in Asia and is no doubt hardier, but the seed is inclined to shatter too eurly; this, however, will no doubt soon be bred out by selection. 'The plants vary greatly in habit, some being as tall and erect in habit as any plants of the common blue­flowered alfalfa Medicago sativa ; while others are of low semi-trailing habit. The latter may prove valuable for steep slopes and mountain pastures, while those of erect habit will, of course, be best for mowing. Russian experience shows that Medicago falcata as found native in east­ern Russia and Siberia stands grazing much better than the common alfalfa ; in my opinion, this Siberian type of Medicago falcata will be a valuable addition to our native ranges." 
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Since Medicago falcata is very widely distributed in Europe and Asia, ranging in Asia from India north to above · the Arctic Circle in Northeast Siberia, the plant varies greatly in its ability to resist cold, hence it follows that hardiness of this hybrid alfalfa must depend large­ly on the region from which it comes. Coming from the mild region of Southern Europe it could not be expected to be as hardy as if it came from drier and more severe climates. Hence while nature has indicated in the Sand Lucerns a method of increasing the vigor of alfalfa by hyfiridization, we do not know that this combination is the best one that it is possible to make. 
These hybrid alfalfas as a class are superior to either parent in vigor and productiveness. I have originated many varieties by alter­nate machine transplanting of one-year-old plants of two varieties as first noted in South Dakota Bulletin 159, April, 1915. But the pressure of other work has prevented their further development and propaga­tion. South Dakota No. 1 and South Dakota No. 2 are the only two dis­tributed of this series of hybrids. ffhe chief trouble is that the variable variegation in the color of the flowers makes it impossible to identify them, so their sale is entirely a matter of good faith. This need of a definite trademark led me to work for a white-flowered alfalfa. 
Cossack Alfalfa.-lntroduced 1910. This is my No. 194 of my 1906 trip (S. P. I. No. 20714) .  A Sand Lucern (Medicago media) , a hybrid alfalfa :from Voronezh province of the Don river region of southeastern Russia. This spontaneous or natural hybrid of M. falcata and M. sativa will sometimes have blue flowers on one branch, yellow on another, sometimes both colors on the same branch; a heavy seeder here the past three years. This stock descended originally from a single plant grow­
ing wild and in my opinion this hybrid condition should be continued and the colors not isolated by selection as it appears to add extra vigor. 
The strongest and best of these hybrid alfaifas is the one I brought from Russia in 1906 and named the Cossack, noted in South Dakota Bulletins 159 and 167. The Cherno Alfalfa, sister plan".! of the Cossack, has been consolidated with the Cossack as it is not possible to distinguish them. The small spoonful of seed which I broti.gr.t -001L:�-­from Russia in 1906 and named Cossack has been developed in the hands of many farmers so that the 1916 crop in the western part of South Dakota was fully one thousand bushels, now much more. The Cossack acreage has steadily increased to many thousands of acres. 
From the 1911 list : At this Station, "One plant of the Cossack bore 41,430 seeds in 1911. Herc it is decidedly stronger in growth than the Turkestan, and appears hardier, although it will probably not go far north as the pure yellow-flowered Siberian alfalfas. 
"I believe tliat the Cossack and Cherno will be two of the best hay alfalfas for South Dakota. In color of flower they vary greatly, scarce­ly any two plants alike, ranging from the deepest violet purple through red purple, old rose, lilac, green, tan, deep yellow, light yellow, even into clear white. The prevailing colors are as already described." Since some South Dakota farmers have received as high as $5,000 for one year's crop of Cossack alfalfa seed, it is evident that this variety has won a place in the list of desirable commercial varieties. 
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Cherno Alfalfa.-From the 1910 list. This is my No. 196 of the 1906 trip (S. P. I. 20716) .  A Sand Lucern or hybrid alfalfa (Medicago media) descended originally from a single plant found wild on the steppes of the Voronesh province, southeastern Russia, land of the Don Cossacks. The flowers are called black-green, but are really a very dark purple, changing to a rich green with dark purple veins ; pilant of strong, very upright growth, a heavy seeder here the past two years. In my opinion this hybrid condition of the plant should be continued and the colors not isolated oy selection as it appears to add extra vigor. Cherno refers to the dark-colored flowers, being the Russian word for "black". 
Later the Cherno was consolidated with the sister plant, Cossack, as it was not possible to distinguish between them. 
Hansen's Hybrid Alfalfa No. 1 .-Introduced 1917. This variety was produced by transplanting the Semipalatinsk alternately with my Select Turkestan S. P. I. 20711. The latter is characterized by wonderfully tall erect habit of growth. The seed was saved of the Semipalatinsk pilants and instead of producing yellow flowers, I find that the work of hy­bridizing is practically finished, as fully 86 per cent of the plants come strongly variegated in many colors. Only 14 per cent come with yellow flowers which is the normal color of the Semipalatinsk. The original seed was sown in 1915 at the rate of four pounds per acre in 18-inch drills which we found was much too thick. The crop of 1916 was 7,200 pounds of hay on 1.4 acres, or at the rate of 2.57 tons per acre in one cutting. The yield was really heavier but the frequent rains prevented getting all the crop. 
Hansen's Hybrid A1fa1fa No. 2.-Introduced 1917. This originated from a single plant of the y_,ellow-flowered alfalfa, Medicago falcata, from Samara, Russia, S. P , . A. 20721 , with the typical sickie-shaped pod of the Medicago falcata--" but with blue flowers instead of the typical yellow flowers. Se · of this one plant was saved and the plants showed most wonderful ariegation in colors of blossom. These plants proved proof against 11ling frost June 9, 1915, when common alfalfa was badly h r  � 
Hansen's White-Flowered Alfalfa.-Introduced 1917. While the hy­brid alfalfas with the variegated flowers have shown wonderful hardi­ness and productiveness, it would be an advantage if they could be bred with a definite outstanding characteristic by which they could be readily recognized. For example, an alfalfa with white flowers would have in this color a distinctive trade mark that would protect against misbrand­ing and substitution in the sale of seed. This would be much the same as the Hereford cattle breeders putting a white face on their breed to serve as a trade mark. Holstein cattle are known by the black and white color ;  Hampshire hogs are known by the white belt. Many other cases might be mentioned. In the case of alfalfa it would be difficult to keep this seed pure, even after the type is fixed, since the flowers cross­f ertilize so readily. But it could be done by suitable care as to the loca­tion of seed plantations. The Cossack alfalfa exhibits strong tendency to light-colored variegation and even to pure white flowers. For sev­eral years I have been endeavoring to select a white flowered alfalfa 
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that would also be as hardy and productive as any of the others. Some of my correspondents report white flowers in the new alfalfas but that the colors do not come true. It is evident that careful selection must be practiced. · The variety here offered distinguishes itself by strong upright growth and productiveness both as to forage and seed. It is a begin­ning only. From last spring's experience we find that the seed comes fully 70 per cent true to the white color, but the work may easily be comp,leted. Owing to lack of room the seed is now offered to experi .. 
menters elsewhere. The seed rnay be sown in rows and the -plants trans­planted after one year's growth as described in my Bulletin 167. The plants that do not come true as to white color of flowers should be removed as soon as they show the off color. This variety originated as a seedling of the yellow-flowered alfalfa, Medicago falcata, from Omsk, Sibe·ria, grown closely adjacent to the Cossack. 
Hansen Whiteseed Alfalfa.-Introduced 1926. In my s-pring list for 19i7 Hansen's Whiteflowered Alfalfa was first introduced. It soon became evident that some of these had white seeds also. In 1921 my white-seeded and wnite-flowererl alfalfa was announced, but was not ready for distribution. Since then many inquiries have been receiv�d for seed. In the beginning I had over 40,000 white-flowered alfalfa plants, but how to breed tliis color true, both as t.o flower and seed, has been a problem. Thi.s would be desirable as the farmers would know before sowing what they are getting. So far as I know this is the first alfalfa with a definite trademark, an easily distinguished characteristic for the protection of the purchaser. Both seed and flower are white. The pedigree indicates harainess sufficient for all practical purposes, even far to the North and for dry uplands. But this must be determined by actual com-parative field trials with other varieties. The work of selection is not yet completed. I now have 396 plants in the field, all with white flowers and white seed and all grown from seed of plants bearing white flowers and white seeds. These individual plants are alJ of strong and vig-orous growth and productive of 8eed al"�d forage. They are all descended from the yellow-flowered Sib2rian alfaJfa, which I brought from Omsk, Siberia, in 1906, grown closely adjacent to t11P Cossack. The Cossack alfalfa started with a half teaspoonful of seed which I brought from Russia in 1906. It is now grown by the thousands of acres in western South Dakota and other states. It is well known that a field of Cossack is well marked by its light colored varieg-ation, from blue clear through to yellow and even to clear white ; in fact, a field of Cossack shows many white-flowered plants. 
Gobi Desert Alfalfa. - Introduced 1910. This Medicago ruthenica gathered in my 1908 trip ( S. P. I. 24451 ) from the Gobi desert of North­ern Mongolia. It should be tried by experiment stations only until bet­ter known. Worthy of trial where the most extreme cold (when mer­cury freezes) comes during 1ong periods in winter without any sn.ow on the ground, and with very hot, dry summers. This species, native of dry sand dunes, proved to be too slender in growth. It was one of the main wild plants for horses, camels, cattle and fat-rumped sheep in parts of Mongolia where the winter tempera­ture ranges to 50 degrees below zero, often with no snow on the ground, and with hot dry summers. 
\ 
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North Sweden Alfalfa.-Introduced 1910. This is my No. 51 of the 
1906 trip. (Seed and plant introduction No. 20571) . From twenty-year 
old fields near Ultuna, about sixty degrees north latitude Sweden. A 
Sand Lucern or hybrid alfalfa (Medicago media) ,  a natural hybrid of the 
blue-flowered M. sativa and the yellow-flowered M. falcata, bearing 
yellow and blue flowers; plant of a vigorous upright habit, a heavy seed­
er here the past two years. Judging from its origin it will probably do 
best in moist cold regions and be resistant to cold rather than to drouth. 
The rainfall here has been above normal the past two seasons ( 1908-9) .  
Ohb Siberia Alfalfa.-Introduced 1910. This is a Medicago falcata 
gathered in my 1908 trip (S. P. I. 24452 ) on the open steppes near Obb 
on the Obi river of the Tomsk province, central Siberia. In hardiness 
and general characters it is much like the Oipsk Siberia strain. 
Omsk Siberia Alfalfa.-Introduced 1910. This is my No. 199 of the 
1906 trip (S. P. I. 20719)  and is (Medicago falcata) descended from seed 
picked from wild plants near Omsk, Akmolinsk pirovince of Western Si­
be1·ia, late in the fall of 1906. The plants hold their own perfectly with 
other native ylants in the compact prairie or steppe sod. Omsk is in 
the latitude of fifty-five degrees. A plant of vigorous habit with bright 
yellow flowers. The plant varies somewhat in erectness of habit so that 
there is room for improvement by selection. 
Orenburg Alfalfa.-In�roduced 1912. This is my No. 261 of my 
third tour to Siberia, 1908. This is Medicago falcata, grown from seed 
gather ,d -f' -f'r()m plants growing wild in the dry steppe region at 
Oren "'ovince, on the extreme eastern border of Euro-
·-�at 98 degrees above, and winter cold of 33 
;it, -are not uncommon. The annual rainfall 
.:; than 16 inches; in this region the yield of hay 
. -flowered alfalfa is reported at 300 -Russian "pood" 
.ch equals two tons per acre, and the yield of seed 26 
atine, or 348 pounds per acre. 
.,�ople are interested in this variety because of its habit of 
.:;prouting .from the ro_ots at some distance from the original crown. 
Samara Alfalfa.-Introduced 1910. This is my No. 201 of the 1906 
trip (S. P. I. 20721); of tall Hect growth with beautiful yellow flowers 
(M. falcata) .  From the dry steppes of Samara province in the Volga 
river region of eastern Russia. This may range further south than the 
Omsk and Obb Siberia strains, but should be found drouth-resistant and 
sufficiently hardy for South Dakota. 
Hansen's Select Turkestan Alfalfa.-Introduced 1912. This is Med­
fcago sativa Turkestanica, No. 191 of my 1906 trip (S. P. I. 20711 ) ,  orig­
inally developed from seed of a single plant found at Taskhent, the cap­
ital of Russian Turkestan. This plant is remarkable for its erect and 
vigorous growth. At Moscow it was found very hardy and productive, 
a beautiful plant, where the Frrnch lucern, by which is meant the ord­
inary cultivated alfalfa of southern Europe, winter-killed. This variety 
will be appreciated wherever the Turkestan alfalfa is found fully hardy. 
; 
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North Sweden Alfalfa.-Introduced 1910. This is my No. 51 of the 1906 trip. ( Seed and plant introduction No. 20571) . From twenty-year old fields near Ultuna, about sixty degrees north latitude Sweden. A Sand Lucern or hybrid alfalfa ( Medicago media), a natural hybrid of the blue-flowered M. sativa and the yellow-flowered M. falcata, bearing yellow and blue flowers ; plant of a vigorous upright habit, a heavy seed­er here the past two years. Judging from its origin it will probably do best in moist cold regions and be resistant to cold rather than to drouth. The rainfall here has been above normal the past two seasons ( 1908-9) . 
Obb Siberia Alfalfa.-Introduced 1910. This is a Medicago falcata gathered in my 1908 trip ( S. P. I. 24452) on the open steppes near Ohb on the Obi river of the Tomsk province, central Siberia. In hardiness and general characters it is much like the 01!}sk Siberia strain. 
Omsk Siberia Alfalfa.-Introduced 1910. This is my No. 199 of the 1906 trip (S. P. I. 20719) and is (Medicago falcata) descended from seed picked from wild plants near Omsk, Akmolinsk p,rovince of Western Si­beria, late in the fall of 1906. The plants hold their own perfectly with other native plants in the compact prairie or steppe sod. Omsk is in the latitude of fifty-five degrees. A plant of vigorous habit with bright yellow flowers. The plant varies somewhat in erectness of habit so that there i s  room for improvement by selection. 
Orenburg Alfalfa.-lntroduced 1912. This is my No. 261 of my third tour to Siberia, 1908. This is Medicago falcata, grown from seed gathered for me from plants growing wild in the dry steppe region at Orenburg, Orenburg province, on the extreme eastern border of Euro­pean Russia. Summer heat 98 degrees above, and winter cold of 33 degrees below zero Fahrenheit, are not uncommon. The annual rainfall at Orenburg is a little less than 16 inches ; in this region the yield of hay from this wild yellow-flowered alfalfa is reported at 300 Russian "pood" per dessiatine, which equals two tons per acre, and the yield of seed 26 pood per dessiatine, or 348 pounds per acre. Some people are interested in this variety because of its habit of sprouting from the roots at some distance from the original crown. 
Samara Alfalf a.-Introduced 1910. This is my No. 201 of the 1906 trip (S .  P. I. 20721) ; of tall uect growth with beautiful yellow flowers (M. falcata) . From the dry steppes of Samara province in the Volga river region of eastern Russia. This may range further south than the Omsk and Obb Siberia strains, but should be found drouth-resistant and sufficiently hardy for South Dakota. 
Hansen's Select Turkestan Alfalfa.-Introduced 1912. This is Med­fcago sativa Turkestanica, No. 191 of my 1906 trip ( S. P. I. 20711), orig­inally developed from seed of a single plant found at Taskhent, the cap­ital of Russian Turkestan. This plant is remarkable for its erect arid vigorous growth. At Moscow it was found very hardy and productive, a beautiful plant, where the Frrnch lucern, by which is meant the ord­inary cultivated alfalfa of southern Europe, winter-killed. This variety will be appreciated wherever the Turkestan alfalfa is found fully hardy. 
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Sweet Clovers 
Hansen Siberian White Sweet Clover.-Introduced 1914. This is Melilotus alba raised from seed found growing wild on the dry steppes of Semipalatinsk, Siberia, in 1913, by Prof. N. E. Hansen while travel� ing as Agricultural Explorer for the State of South Dakota. Melilotus alba is the ·common white sweet clover which is native in Europe, North Africa and Middle Asia. In Europe it is found as far north as latitude 15 degrees, 16 seconds in Norway. As found under cultivation, the ex­act origin of common Sweet Clover is not known. It will be of interest to ascertain the comparative value of this strain of the plant from this 8-inch rainfall climate at Semipalatinsk, Siberia, with temperature rang­ing from 50 below zero Fahrenheit in winter to 106 degrees above in summer. At the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatche­wan, Canada, this Siberian Sweet Clover has been found to be of great promise as the hardiest, earliest and best of all strains of White Sweet Clover. It may have a great bearing on the problem of adding humus to summer fallowed land. Arctic Sweet Clover is the name that has been given to this variety in Saskatchewan, Canada. But the name Hansen Clover or Hansen Si­berian White Sweet Clover should be retained as it has priority and the plant is not really arctic in its range. In the early beginnings of this work it was found . that the transplanted plants in cultivated rows seed very freely the first season, much better than when crowded in ordinary field culture. 
Melilotus officinaiis, Siberian forim.-lntroduced 19?& Siberian form of the ordinary yellow sweet clover .,. sen on the dry plains of Semipalatinsk, Siberia. · ' .� Melilotus dentatus, Siberian form.-FrQ? low-flowered sweet clover from the Semipala1,._ E. Hansen in 1913. Seeds very large, stems reci feeding tests at the Imperial Agricultural College a indicate that cattle prefer it to the common sweet clove!'. 
Daghestan Yellow Sweet Clover.-From the 1917 lis t :  
;his is the ' ;Han-
officinalis from Daghestan Province, Transcaucasia, bordering on the Caspian Sea. "Considered as a very good fodder plant." This is S. P. I. 20682 from my 1906 tour to Russia. Good abundant foliage and a free seeder. 
A Table Cereal 
Hansen White Siberian Proso.-Introduced 1914. Proso is a good catch crop cereal, especially for low land that drfes off too late for corn or any other crop. Proso is a grain millet (Panicum miliaceum) found in many colors and varieties in the dry regions of Asia. It may be cut for hay also but the grain crop is the main item. In my five trips to Russia I have brought over some 32 varieties of Proso. Of all these I have chosen one from Semipalatinsk, Siberia, for further selection as a table cereal. I found this large white seeded grain millet among the Kirghiz Tartars near Semipalatinsk, Siberia, in 1913, who grew it ex­tensively as a grain for tfiemsdves and their livestock. It is the corner stone of their agriculture in this eight-inch rainfall climate, a sure crop 
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Sweet Clovers 
Hansen Siberian White Sweet Clover.-Introduced 1 914. This is 
Melilotus alba raised from seed found growing wild on the dry steppes 
of Semipalatinsk, Siberia, in 1913 ,  by Prof. N. E. Hansen while travel4 
ing as Agricultural Explorer for the State of South Dakota. Melilotus 
alba is the common white sweet clover which is native in Europe, North 
Africa and Middle Asia. In Europe it is found as far north as latitude 
15 degrees, 16 seconds in Nor way. As found under cultivation, the ex­
act origin of common Sweet Clover is not known. It will be of interest 
to ascertain the comparative value of this strain of the plant from this 
8-inch rainfall climate at Semipalatinsk, Siberia, with temperature rang­
ing from 50 below zero Fahrenheit in winter to 106 degrees above in 
summer. At the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatche­
wan, Canada, th is Siberian Sweet Clover has been found to be of great 
promise as the hardiest, earliest and best of all strains of White Sweet 
Clover. It may have a great bearing on the problem of adding humus to 
summer fa11owed land. 
Arctic Sweet Clover is the name that has been given to this variety 
in Saskatchewan, Canada. But the name Hansen Clover or Hansen S i  
berian White Sweet Clover should be  retained as it has  priority and  the 
plant is not really arctic in its range. In the early beginnings of this 
work it  was found that the transplanted plants in cultivated rows seed 
very freely the first season, much better than whe n  crowded in ordinary 
field culture. 
Melilotus officinalis, Siberian form.-Introduced 1924. This  is the 
S iberian form of the ordinary yellow sweet clover found by N. E. Han­
sen on the dry plains of Scmipalatinsk, Siberia, in 1913.  
Melilotus dentatus, Siberian form.-From the 1914 l ist : A tall yel­
low-flowered sweet clover from the Semipalatinsk region, Siberia,  by N. 
E. Hansen in 1 913.  Seeds very large, stems red tinted. Preliminary 
feeding tests at the Imperial Agricultural College at M oscow, Russia, 
indicate that cattle prefer it to the common sweet clover. 
Daghestan Yellow Sweet Clover.-From the 1917 l is t :  Melilotus 
officinalis from Daghestan Province, Transcaucasia, bordering on the 
Caspian Sea. "Considered as a very good fodder plant." This i s  S. P. 
I. 20682 from my 1906 tour to Russia. Good abundant foliage and a 
free seeder. 
A Table Cereal 
Hansen White Siberian Proso.-Introduced 1914. Proso is a good 
catch crop cereal, especially for low land that drfes off too late for corn 
or any other crop. Proso is a grain millet (Panicum m iliaceum) found 
in many colors and varieties in the dry regions of Asia. It may be cut 
for hay also but the grain crop is the main item. In my five trips to 
Russia I have brought over some 32 varieties of Proso. Of all these I 
have chosen one from Semipalatinsk, Siberia, for further selection as a 
table cereal. I found this  large white seeded grain millet among the 
Kirghiz Tartars near Semipalatinsk, Siberia, in 1913 ,  who grew it ex­
tensively as a grain for tfiemsdves and their livestock. It is the corner 
stone of their agriculture in this eight-inch rainfall climate , a sure crop 
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in the driest years. For table recipes, see Bulletin 158 of this Station. 
A minister in Wyoming writes that the ladies of his' parish tried with 
good results eight of these recipes, including pancakes, muffins, sour 
milk bread, griddle cakes, rolls and Boston brown brea� Proso is a 
grain that will ripen in 60 days and furnish good nutritious food for 
the family and all the livestock in the driest years on the driest uplands 
of all our western states. Proso weighs 60 pounds to the bushel. Some 
have raised 300 pounds from one pound in 60 days. Nations change 
. their food habits slowly. But when the far western uplands now in 
grass come into cultivation, Proso will receive more attention as a table 
Hulling Proso.-In August, 1917, the first Proso huller in America 
was received by the South Dakota State College from ·Russia. I ordered 
it from Russia, but owing to the submarine campaign it had to be sent 
via Siberia and Japan, so it was one year and seven months on the 
way. This machine was exhibited at the South Dakota State Fair at 
Huron September, 1917. If necessary this machine may easily be dupli­
cated, as it is not elaborately constructed as seen by the cuts shown in 
our spring list for 1918. Meanwhile, for home use one can get along 
without the huller by using an old coffee mill or small hand grist mill. 
In such cases the grain may be cleaned by sifting and pouring on a sheet 
in a current of air. 
, Other Agricultural Seeds 
.,. any hundreds of lots of wheat and other cereals, grasses, soy 
--oliang, millets and other farm seeds were obtained in my six 
t · ,_ 0-rn Eurasia. Most of these are noted in the Plant In-
' T os. 1 and i, of the United States Department of 
· included in the 1924 tour remain to be tested . 
... ,a, one point noted was the great commer­
---·� and kaoliang. Kaoliang is not planted far 
.. u corn, but much closer together. The Japanese 
are rapidly develop,ing the more so11thern type of 
_ilgh degree of perfection, but the more northern types 
..;Velopment. 
\Ja&t:e \:.-.rass.-Introduced 1914. Lasiogrostis splendens. "Chee" i 
the native Kirghiz Tartar name. Chee Grass is a giant grass growin 
up to 16 feet 
1
or more on pure alkali soils on the dry steppes at Semi 
palatinsk. I lirought this from my fourth expedition to Siberia on tq 
dry, open steppes near Semipalatinsk, Southern Siberia. This is a regi1 
with a total annual precipitation of eight inches, including both rain a( 
snow, and with a temperature range ·of from 106 degrees in summe � -
50  degrees below, Fahrenheit, in winter, often without snow. We have 
not had good luck with the seeds as they are too small, but,,.. the plant 
propagates freely by division of the old plants. On heavy black soil 
here at Brookings the plants have not attained as large size as on tho 
white alkali soils of Semipalatinsk. In its native home the Kirgh1 · 
the old stems for matting in the tents, but early in the spri"' 
is eaten freely by all live stock. Some plants sent +,. 
Station at the University of Saskat"newan, 8,:, · -
ous growth. This pilant shoul 
lation makes it advisable to :-
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in the driest years. For table recipes, see Bulletin 158 of this Station. A minister in Wyoming writes that the ladies of his' parish tried with good results eight of these recipes, including pancakes, muffins, sour milk bread, griddle cakes, rolls and Boston brown brea� Proso is a grain that will ripen in 60 days and furnish good nutritious food for the family and all the livestock in the driest years on the driest uplands of all our western states. Proso weighs 60 pounds to the bushel. Some have raised 300 pounds from one pound in 60 days. Nations change their food habits slowly. But when the far western uplands now in grass come into cultivation, Proso will receive more attention as a table 
Hulling Proso.-In August, 1917, the first Proso huller in America was received by the South Dakota State College from -Russia. I ordered it from Russia, but owing to the submarine campaign it had to be sent via Siberia and Japan, so it was one year and seven months on the way. This machine was exhibited at the South Dakota State Fair at Huron September, 1917. If necessary this machine may easily be dupli cated, as it is not elaborately constructed as seen by the cuts shown in our spring list for 1918. Meanwhile, for home use one can get along without the huller by using an old coffee mill or small hand grist mill. In such cases the grain may be cleaned by sifting and pouring on a sheet in a current of air .. . 
Other Agricultural Seeds 
Many hundreds of lots of wheat and other cereals, grasses, soy beans, kaoliang, millets and other farm seeds were obtained in my six tours to northern Eurasia. Most of these are noted in the Plant In­ventories, especially Nos. 1 and 2, of the United States Department of Agriculture. Many seeds included in the 1924 tour remain to be tested. In 1924, in northern Manchuria, one point noted was the great commer­cial importance of soy beans and kaoliang. Kaoliang is not planted far apart in hills, as we do corn, but much closer together. The Japanese experiment stations are rapidly develop,ing the more southern type of soy beans to a high degree of perfection, but the more northern types await fuller development. 
Chee Grass.-Introduced 1914. Lasiogrostis splendens. "Chee" is the native Kirghiz Tartar name. Chee Grass is a giant grass growing up to 16 feet or more on pure alkali soils on the dry steppes a� Semi­palatinsk. I brought this from my fourth expedition to Siberia on the dry, open stepp,es near Semipalatinsk, Southern Siberia. This is a region with a total annual precipitation of eight inches, inclt!ding both rain and snow, and with a temperature range of from 106 degrees in summer to 60 degrees below, Fahrenheit, in winter, often without snow. We have not had good luck with the seeds as they are too small, but the plant propagates freely by division of the old plants. On heavy black soil here at Brookings the plants have not attained as large size as on the white alkali soils of Semipalatinsk. In its native home the Kirghiz use the old stems for matting in the tents, but early in the spring the gras� is eaten freely by all live stock. Some plants sent to the Experiment Station at the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, made a vigor-. · '"' ous growth. This pJant should be preserved until the pressure of popu­'\..,lation makes it advisable to :-eclaim white alkali lands. 
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Samara Perennial Clover.-From the 1912 list. A perennial red clover native of the dry steppes of the Volga region and east European Russia. It is Trifolium alpestre Crantz ; (S. P. I. 20654) from my 1906 tour. Fine plant but we find difficulty in getting even germination of seed. Freezing or sulphuric acid treatment of seed will probably solve the problem. 
Siberian Esparsette.-Introduced 1914. A good forage plant brought by Prof. N. E. Hansen in 19f3 from the dry steppes near Semi­palatinsk, Siberia. This Siberian form of esparsette or sanfoin, a'n erect­growing legume, should be tested where the French esparsette is not hardy. 
Siberian Red Clover.-Introduced 1914. Found growing wild by N. E. Hansen along the Irtish River in the Semipalatinsk Province of Si­beria in 1913. The growth indkates that it is only for the far North where the winter-killing is more of a factor than further south where the common red clover, which comes to us from the milder climate of western Europe, is successful. 
Phleum Boehmeri, Siberian form.-lntroduced 1924. The Siberian representative of timothy. Found on the highest and driest hill sides near Semipalatinsk, Siberia. The spikes, when bent, divide into sma,, � spikes, instead of bending uniformly as in common timothy. Thi · did not germinate, so this is not really an introduction but is , 1 ·  • future reference. ..�,, ,. 
Hansen's Mongolian Wheat.- Introduced li:- / cultivated by the Kirghiz no-mads sonthwe .... · / had some good reports from this variety. badly from being planted near barberry bu� grounds at the time. 
Siberian Vetch, Vicia sp.-Introduced 1914. A tali nial Vetch found growing by N. E. Hansen on the dry ste � palatinsk, Siberia, in 1913. This makes a dense mat of leaves witu 
l hbundant blue flowers. The value of this plant is not yet determined. · �eeds of a yellow-flowered Vetch were collected at the · same time and / · tace, and sent out in the 1914 list. 
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Samara Perennial Clover.-From the 1912 list. A perennial red clover native of the dry steppes of the Volga region and east European Russia. It is Trifolium alpestre Crantz ; (S. P. I. 20654)  from my 190G tour. Fine plant but we find difficulty in getting even germination of seed. Freezing or sulphuric acid treatment of seed will probably solve the problem. 
Siberian Esparsette.-Introduced 1914. A good forage plant brought by Prof. N. E. Hansen in 1913 from the dry steppes near Semi­palatinsk, Siberia. This Siberian form of esparsette or sanfoin, a'n erect.­growing legume, should be tested where the French esparsette is not hardy. 
Siberian Red Clover.-Introduced 1914. Found growing wild by N. E. Hansen along the Irtish River in the Semipalatinsk Province of Si­beria in 1913. The growth indicates that it is only for the far North where the winter-killing is more of a factor than further south where the common red clover, which comes to us from the milder climate of western Europe, is successful. 
Phleurn Boehmeri, Siberian form.-Introduced 1924. The Siberian representative of timothy. Found on the highest and driest hill sides near Semipalatinsk, Siberia. The spikes, when bent, divide into smaller spikes, instead of bending uniformly as in common timothy. This seed did not germinate, so this is not really an introduction but is listed for future reference. 
Hansen's Mongolian Wheat.- Introduced 1914. Very large kernels, cultivated by the Kirghiz nomads southwest of Semipalatinsk. I have had some good reports from this variety. Here at '1rookings, it rusted badly from being planted near barberry bushes which were on the grounds at the time. 
Siberian Vetch, Vicia sp.-Introduced 1914. A tall growing peren­nial Vetch found growing by N. E. Hansen on the dry steppes at Semi­palatinsk, Siberia, in 1913. This makes a dense mat of leaves with abundant blue flowers. The value of this plant is not yet determined. Seeds of a yellow-flowered Vetch were collected at the same time and place, and sent out in the 1914 list. 
